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SUMMARY
This paper presents the results of an extensive research and development project which was aimed at
improving design/fabrication interaction by implementing an information system which utilizes a

microcomputer for monitoring the fabrication process. The information collected by this system is

analyzed and converted to provide the engineer with data which will be used in the evaluation of
designs and in the assessment of the fabrication plant.

RESUME
Ce rapport präsente les resultats d'un vaste projet de recherche et de developpement visant l'amöliora-
tion de l'interaction conception/fabrication. Cette ameiioration se realise par l'implantation d'un
Systeme d'information utilisant un micro-ordinateur pour la gestion du procede de fabrication. Les in-
formations recueillies par le Systeme sont analys6es et converties pour fournir ä l'ingenieur des infor-
mations utiles ä l'evaluation des differents projets ainsi que du procede de fabrication.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Ergebnisse eines ausgedehnten Forschungs- und Entwicklungsprojektes werden dargestellt, das die
Konstruktion und Herstellung und deren gegenseitige Beeinflussung verbessert durch die Einführung
eines Informationssystems, das den Herstellungsprozess mit Hilfe von Microcomputern beschreibt. Die
durch dieses System gesammelten Informationen werden analysiert und aufbereitet, um dem Ingenieur
Daten bereitzustellen, die entweder zur Konstruktionsbewertung oder zur Betriebsaufnahme dienen
können.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past, "experience" has been the key to efficient structural steel
design. Successful engineers have established design guidelines which take
advantage of information that has been acquired through interaction with
fabricators. However, in an effort to maintain confidentiality of their
direct costs, fabricators are likely to provide the designer with information
of only a qualitative nature. The fabricators have a more quantitative look
at the information since they are able to directly view the Operation and can
account for the costs as they are incurred. Nevertheless, even the fabricators

are somewhat unsure of the exact costs associated with various
structural forms, due to the Variation of the type and quantity of work done
for any one project.

The size and complexity of the projects that are undertaken by most
structural steel fabricators has a significant Variation over time. It is
this inherent variability of the fabrication process which poses the largest
problem to the designer. In order to assign a cost to an arbitrary structural

form, costs for each component can be calculated from a Standard set of
fabrication variables, which are in turn determined and updated through
analysis of past projects. The fabrication process, although composed of
physically simple Operations, as a whole is extremely complicated; hence,
associating costs with the fabrication of specific structural components is
difficult. In fact the volume of work involved in the collection, Organization,

and analysis of data required to identify where costs are incurred has

effectively eliminated this approach from conventional practice.
Recent deveiopments in microcomputer technology have opened a new area

of research in structural engineering. Addressable memory sizes are now

adequate and affordable for even medium or small fabricators. Through
Cooperation with local steel fabricators a tool for evaluating structural
steel designs has been developed at the University of British Columbia.
Information can now be gathered at the activity level, and stored in digital
form, permitting the designer to evaluate the efficiency of an arbitrary
design by means of an estimation program.

This paper describes a systematic procedure for determining structural
steel fabrication cost data, based on an information system which utilizes a

microcomputer for monitoring the fabrication process. The information
collected by this system is analyzed and converted to provide the engineer
with data which will be used in the evaluation of designs. The information
system will also provide a means of assessing the fabrication plant, so that
areas of weakness may be identified.

2. STRUCTURAL STEEL FABRICATION

2.1 Design Efficiency

The efficiency of a structural design can be defined as the extent to
which it satisfies structural, architectural, and cost constraints. The role
of the structural engineer in the design process has traditionally been to
choose and design the most efficient structural System subject to the given
constraints. This has been no easy task, since the constraints are linked so
that there must be some tradeoff made in reaching the optimal design.
Architectural requirements are generally defined by the owner as a given
requirement of the project, so structural form is to be varied to provide the
most economical design.

Another important fact complicates the Situation: structural steel
fabrication is usually not a mass production, owing to the nature of the
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construction process which makes each project unique. However, elements of
Jobs may be similar and can be used as a basis for comparison. Assuming that
the scope of the project has been set and that the design criteria has been
reduced to cost, the designer is posed with the problem of associatlng costs
with various structural forms. In most situations, the designer will not
have access to the necessary cost data; hence, the formulation of the design
objective can not be In terms of a cost function, and the designer is unable
to perform formal structural cost optimization. To surpass this barrier, the
designer must investigate the nature of the costs associated with the
fabrication process.

2.2 Fabrication Costs

The cost of fabricating steel structures may be broken down into four
major categories:

1. Material
2. Labour
3. Equipment
4. Overhead

Steel is purchased from a mill at a unit cost per weight, plus some
additional charges also based on weight; hence, the cost of material is
approximately proportional to the weight of the structure. This has been the
major driving force for minimum weight design, since mlnimizing the weight
also mlnimizes the material cost.

Labour and equipment costs are not so easily related to the form of the
structure. Obviously some designs are more efficient than others in terms of
ease of fabrication, but it is difficult to determine why. A key factor in
these costs is material handling, which appears to be one area in the
fabrication process which has large potential for improvement. Handling costs are
presently assumed to be some percentage of the costs directly related to the
fabrication Operation. The reduction in costs associated with repetitive
structural forma may be attributable to improvement in productivity for many
Operations in the fabrication process, such as material handling, set-up
time, and labour efficiency. Designers try to account for this by using as
many similar components as possible in a structure. The rising labour and
machinery costs are becoming an increasingly important part of the overall
cost, so a more deterministic approach to their evaluation is needed.

The fabrication cost of the ith structural member type can be written
as:

ni °i
Cl - N [_ c_ W, + Z c. T.J (1)1 Lj-1 mj J k-1 *k kJ

where c c» are unit costs for material and labour.
Wj is the weight of material j.
T^ is the time required to perform Operation k.
ti., Oj are the number of components and Operations for member i.
N is the number of identical members.

The quantity of material fabricated has an unknown influence on the productivity;
hence, an interaction diagram must be developed from experience relat-

ing N to T. One method of doing this is to monitor the daily Operations of
the fabrication plant so that a tlme-history plot of the work being done is
available. This information can be used to identify the rate at which work
is proceeding on various components of the structure as functions of time,
which can be translated into curves which represent productivity improvement
due to repetition of similar acts.
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The total cost of a structure can be written as the sum of the component
costs:

Total Cost Z(C±) + 0 (2)

Cj cost of component i (as given In equation 1)
0 overhead costs

Examining these equations reveals that: c and c„, are known constants; W and
T are known functions of N; and N is the variable that we can play with to
optimize the costs.

2.3 Erection Costs

The current procedure for estimation of erection costs has a large
uncertainty associated with its accuracy. The estimated cost of erecting an
arbitrary structure has commonly been based on the material weight, without
Provision for the complexity of the erection procedure. Obviously, some
structures are more erection friendly than others; hence, some fabricators
will alter their costs by a factor from experience. Decisions of this nature
have been in error by as much as 100% and more due to the large variations in
productivity associated with the erection activities. These variations may
be attributed to the same kind of improvement trends which result from
repetitive activities as encountered in the fabrication process.

The proposed procedure for evaluating erection costs follows a similar
outline as for fabrication costs. Costs associated with an arbitrary structure

will be calculated from a set of Standard activities performed during
erection (transportation, sorting, lifting, bolting, etc.). A large portion
of equipment used during erection is rented; hence, equipment cost is proportional

to the erection time. This is quite different from the fabrication
process where most equipment is owned by the fabricator and can be
essentially considered as overhead.

3. DESIGN/FABRICATION INTERACTION

3.1 Current Practice

Most steel structures that are constructed in Canada follow a process
which has been established for historical, political, and economical reasons.
The three parties Involved In the construction process are: the owner, a
Consultant, and a contractor. The owner employs the Consultant to design the
structure, and to supervise the contractor who performs the construction of
the structure. Since the design is partially or fully complete at the time
when the contract is put up for tender, the design usually will have been
done without any interaction between the designer and the contractor. This
kind of practice is only acceptable if the designer can foresee the costs
associated with various structural forms, so that the design with minimum
cost can be chosen. For steel structures, the majority of the cost is
incurred in a fabrication plant, of which the designer has only a little
knowledge. In this case it is apparent that the Consultant is unable to
design the most cost efficient building, unless there ls some interaction
with the fabricator.

Presently, several structural steel fabricators receive design drawings
from the Consultant with the invitation to tender. A detailed fabrication
cost estimate is made from these drawings and submitted back to the Consultant

in the form of a bid. At this time the fabricator has identified some
areas where savings can be made by suggesting some structurally equivalent,
but more cost efficient designs for certain components of the structure.
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Quite often the designer may receive notice from the fabricator at the time
of the bid that there may be some means of cutting costs, since this Is an
effective means of making his bid more attractive. But after this time,
these changes are usually not suggested by the fabricator due to the
inability of the design process to easily accept changes.

The characteristics of each fabrication plant depends on the size, and
type of projects that the fabricator is involved with. This means that every
fabrication plant will have Its own set of cost variables which make it more
suitable for the fabrication of certain types of structures than for others.
Thus, interaction between the designer and the fabricator is essential for
all projects, and must become an integral part of the construction process.

3.2 The Proposed Information System

An information system is a planning and control process which ls based
on the collection, Organization, and analysis of data utilizing a Computer.
The Implementation of an information system in a non-computerized environment
is likely to be done over some period of time; hence, it must be compatible
with the present manual system so that regulär Operation can be maintained
during the transition period. The requirement of compatibility is to have
the ability to accept and transmit Information that is normally handled by
the present system without requiring extensive changes at the base level.
This can be achieved by doing the replacement in a modular nature. Care must
be taken to avoid simply duplicating the present system in a computerized
form, since this may accentuate the limitations and inefficiencies inherent
in the manual system while ignoring the newly available Computer graphic
aids

The Operation and efficiency of an information system is dependent on
the "language" of the data communication. A work breakdown structure, which
represents the fabrication process in code form, must be implemented to
facilitate effective communication between users of the system. The design
of a work breakdown structure must be independent of the organization-
responsibility structure, so that information pertaining to one item has the
same meaning at various levels of production. Information which has been
translated Into code should be meaningful to the users, so that the work
breakdown structure can be associated with physical Operations in the fabrication

process.
The data collected using the work breakdown structure can be organized

to provide two types of information: project data, and process data. Project
data pertains to a particular project or structure, and will be organized in
a structure database. Each item in the structure database will be tracked
through the plant by monitoring item progress at key Operation Checkpoints.
A time/progress record for each item will be available to the fabricator, so
that a deterministic analysis of the costs incurred during the fabrication of
various structural components may be performed.

Process data pertains to all plant processes (cleaning, cutting,
drilllng/punching, welding, material handling, etc.). This data is assembled
from the same monitoring Operation as project data, but is organized to
provide information about the efficiency of the plant Itself. Simulation of
the fabrication plant Operation is required in order to evaluate the
efficiency of the plant configuration, and with the use of the process data
examination of expansion or replacement Investments are made possible. Thus,
an interactive plant optimization can be done by investigating each activity
in the fabrication process. Monitoring the job progress from the component
level provides Information which would be used by engineering, drafting,
purchasing, shop, shipping, and managerial Operations. This information
could then be used to interactively optimize the processing of material
through the plant.
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CURRENT SYSTEM PROPOSED SYSTEM
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Figure 1. Current and Proposed Systems.

3.3 Optimization

As previously explained, structural cost optimization has not been
performed in the past due to a lack of cost Information. During this time,
the design profession has used some other design tools, combined with some
good common sense, to attain near optimum cost designs. One not very
successful approach has been to calculate a minimum weight design in order to
minimize the material costs. Experienced designers recognize that cost
savings due to the peculiarities of the fabrication process could be attalned
through design simplification and repetition of elements. The problem facing
designers, is still to determine the tradeoff point between these philoso-
phles which produces the minimum cost design.

The proposed new design process takes the above procedure one step
further. The Consultant can directly compare the costs associated with
alternative designs thereby identifying the components with minimum cost.
The combination of components which produces an overall minimum can be
selected from the available alternatives by using a dynamic program. This
program can identify the optimal structural design by examination of
alternative structural components and fabrication productivity curves.

Since the number of components is proportional to the number of
alternative structural forms the memory requirements of the program expand
dramatically as the structure size increases. Fortunately the productivity
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curves associated with the fabrication process level off to approximately
constant values once the number of components is sufficiently high. This may
allow us to separate the structure Into modules which can be lndivldually
optimized while ensuring that an overall optimum ls reached.

4. APPLICATION OF THE DESIGN EVALUATION PROGRAM

The following example illustrates the use of a routine which utilizes
part of the design evaluation program. Using the most recently available
fabrication data, and a cost estimation program based on equation 1, two
designs for a girder are compared. The results do not intend to show that
one scheme is necessarily better in all cases than the other, rather the
purpose is to demonstrate how a Consultant could use this tool to achieve
more economical designs.

4.1 Girder With Stiffeners and Doubler Plate

6 38225

Brg B^J1f2 125X12
Plot«

38 I 6-38 225

2-900 0.0 Sr*450 1.0
Ring Plot« «t8 50 240
450dia Hole
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The total cost of material and fabrication excluding flanges is $2411.

4.2 Girder Without Stiffeners and Doubler Plate, Web Thlckened to Achieve
Same Capacity as 4.1
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Platt
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The total cost of material and fabrication excluding flanges ls $2049.
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5. SUMMARY

The benefit provided by this procedure is a direct means for evaluatlng
the efficiency of the current design, fabrication and erection processes.
Since the designer will be able to identify the fabrication and erection
costs associated with a given design, this tool can be used to interactively
or automatically optimize the design of a structure. By providing the
contractor with a device for monitoring and Controlling the fabrication and
erection activities, areas of weakness can be identified and modified
appropriately.

The final aim of this research is to provide better access to
"experience", so that more cost efficient designs can be obtained with ease.
The hope is that once the designer is free from the conventional tedious
tasks associated with evaluatlng the efficiency of a design, innovation and
productivity will improve.
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SUMMARY
The increasing use of CAD-systems makes it feasible to incorporate in a much better way the FE-ana-
lysis in the design process. In addition to the graphic-display facilities of modern FE-programs, the
geometric data base of CAD-systems offers many new additional possibilities, some of which are
discussed in the paper.

RESUME
L'utilisation croissante des systemes CAO rend plus facile l'intögration de l'analyse avec les ölöments
finis dans le projet. Outre les reprösentations graphiques du programme des elements finis, la banque
de donnees g§om§triques des systemes CAO offre beaucoup de possibilites nouvelles, qui sont prösen-
töes dans l'article.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der zunehmende Einsatz von CAD-Systemen ermöglicht es, FE-Berechnungen viel besser in den
gesamten Entwurfsprozess zu integrieren. Neben den graphischen Darstellungen der FE-Programme
bietet vor allem die geometrische Datenbank von CAD-Systemen viele neue Möglichkeiten, von denen
einige diskutiert werden.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern finite-element programs offer numerous facilities for graphical displays. By
means of these, the analysis model can be completely verified before large and
costly calculations are performed. This verification is of great importance, because
errors in the model can make comprehensive calculations useless or, if they are
not detected, can have consequences on the safety of the structure. For the evaluation

of the results, graphic displays are also indispensible for furnishing a quick
overview of the structural quantities. Thus the engineer can judge the behavior
of the structure immediately and may modify his construction accordingly. Through
close interaction between man and Computer by means of graphics, the most suitable
structure for the required specifications can usually be found rather quickly.

During recent years, the use of CAD-systems has become increasingly populär in
the construction industry. In such Systems, all geometric data of the structure to
be designed are stored in a geometric database. It is feasible to use these data
for the structural analysis as well. By this approach, errors in the idealization can
be drastically reduced, and the efficiency in preparing the FE-mesh can be greatly
improved. In addition, selected results of the subsequent structural analysis can
be interfaced with the CAD-system for further processing. As an example, the use
of the calculated reinforcements of a reinforced-concrete structure in the CAD-
system permits the interactive definition of the reinforcing steel. Many CAD-systems
also contain information on prices of materials and parts of the structure. By using
this information, it is also possible to determine the economic consequences of
structural changes readily. On this background the FE-analysis appears as a subtask
within the integrated computer-aided design of structures.

In the following, some of the possibilities of graphical representations of FE-pro-
grams will be shown which can support the user very effectively. In addition, it
will be demonstrated on the basis of the CAD-system CAD-B "Computer-Aided
Design of Buildings" of IEZ and the program FLASH, how the structural analysis
with finite elements can be integrated into the design process.

2. THE USE OF GRAPHICS FOR THE VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL

One of the Standard graphical means for verifying a model is the plot of the mesh.
Of particular use are options to shrink the elements around their centers of gravity.
By this it can be verified that all elements in the model exist. For larger structures,

it is advisable to remove the hidden lines. The resulting plots generally give
a very clear picture of the structure. For shell structures, it is useful to verify
the angle between elements by plotting the edges of element junctures which exceed
a certain given angle. By means of such plots, the user can make sure that the
curvatures of the shell are sufficiently well idealized. As an illustration, Figure 1

shows the mesh of an arch dam with selected angles for the elements. This structure

is presently under study at the Institute of Structural Engineering of the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology.

In some cases, it is useful to plot the local as well as the global coordinate Systems
of a structure. This is especially useful for the beam elements because the
orientation of the local axes is usually not immediately clear from the plot of the mesh.
Figure 2 shows as an example the plot of the element coordinate Systems as well
as of the System used for the modeling of a part of a stell construction. By means
of such plots, errors in the orientation of element loads can easily be avoided.
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A chronic source of errors is the formulation of the boundary conditions. Therefore
the graphic representation of the boundary conditions with respect to the degrees
of freedom and of the coordinate system are of great importance. The same is
true for linear constraint equations.

Figure 3 shows a shell structure for which the outline and the boundary conditions
have been plotted. At each boundary node, the node number and the boundary
condition with respect to the constrained degrees of freedom and also the coordinate
Systems used are displayed.
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Figure 3: Outline of shell with boundary conditions

3. DISPLAY OF RESULTS

After the analysis, the deformed shape of the structure under the action of the
static or dynamic loads is plotted first of all. If the deformed shape is properly
scaled, errors in the stiffness properties, the boundary conditions or the loads can
frequently be detected right away. Of special interest is the representation of the
forces and stresses. For this, either plots along sections or contour-plots can be
used. The deformed shape is a means for verifying the kinematic boundary conditions.

As a corollary, the stress field permits checking the quality of approximation
of the static boundary conditions.

As static boundary conditions are automatically satisfied in pure-displacement
modeis, the quality of the stress field along the boundaries is a measure for the quality

of the discretization (Figure 4).

In addition to the above-mentioned structural quantities, the support reactions, strain
energies, contents of reinforcement etc. for specific load cases as well as their
envelopes can also be plotted. To illustrate this point, Figure 5 shows the extreme
values (envelopes) of the support reactions in a flat slab.
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4. COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN AND FE-ANALYSIS

The support given to the engineer by interactive mesh-generators as well as by
the graphic display facilities has contributed much to the wide distribution of FE-
methods. In recent years, however, the use of CAD-systems in the design process
has become more and more populär. Once the structure is designed by such a
System, all geometric data are defined. By using the geometric data base, it is possible
to support the engineer very effectively in his work in setting up the FE-model.
To do so, it is necessary that interfaces be developed between the CAD-system
and the FE-system, and that the FE-system be capable of analyzing the structures
encountered. In the building-construction industry, for instance, the analysis of slabs,
flat slabs, and of slabs with stiffeners and holes has to be dealt with.

Modern CAD-systems also provide the user with a method data base. This method
data base has been used in the CAD-system CAD-B to interface the system with
FLASH. By means of simple user-oriented commands, the engineer can extract the
geometric data and request the automated mesh generation. The system supports
the user in many respects. For instance, supporting walls are introduced automatically

as support lines. He can also select the appropriate code requirements. The
results of the automated mesh generation immediately appear on the screen and
can be modified interactively. The data are completed by describing the material
properties, the load cases and the Output requests.

After the analysis, the results will be displayed on the screen. These results can
now be interfaced with the CAD-system. For example by using for the contour
lines of the reinforcements, the reinforcement bars or meshes of reinforcement
can be designed interactively. As a by-product, the lists for the reinforcement steel
and the cutting drawings for the steel meshes are automatically generated.
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Figure 6: Pedestrian underpass designed with the CAD-system CAD-B
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Figure 7: Automatically generated finite-element mesh on the basis of given
boundary modes
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Figure 8: Interactive design of the reinforcement based on the contour lines
of required steel as calculated by FLASH

Figures 6-8 show the different phases of an integrated CAD-design and the
analysis process for a slab.
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SUMMARY
The paper describes the application of a geometrical, non-linear, finite strip method to the computer-
aided design of box girders. It includes two examples of application of the method. A square isotropic
plate is analysed, showing excellent correlation with a finite element Solution. Then, using this method,
the Danube bridge failure of 1969 is re-examined, confirming the mode of failure established by
previous authors, but resulting in different numerical values.

RESUME
Cette etude decrit l'application d'une mäthode non-lineaire göometrique de bände finie au projet par
ordinateur de poutres-caissons. Elle comprend deux exemples d'application de la me'thode. Une plaque
carree isotrope est analysee et montre une correlation excellente avec une Solution par elements finis.
L'analyse de la rupture, en 1969, du pont sur la Danube confirme le mode de rupture etabli anteYieure-
ment par d'autres auteurs, mais aboutit ä des valeurs nume>iques differentes.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Diese Arbeit präsentiert die Anwendung einer geometrisch nicht-linearen Methode der finiten Streifen
für die rechnerunterstützte Projektierung von Kastenträgern. Sie beinhaltet zwei Anwendungsbeispiele
der Methode. Eine Rechteckplatte wird analysiert. Eine vollkommene Korrelation mit der Lösung der
Methode der finiten Elemente zeigt sich. Danach wird mit Hilfe dieses Verfahrens der 1969 erfolgte
Einsturz der Donaubrücke nochmals analysiert. Die von früheren Autoren angegebenen Bruchursachen
werden bestätigt. Es ergeben sich jedoch verschiedene numerische Werte.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The finite strip method has been applied widely since the early seventies and
has been shown to be an efficient tool for the analysis of box girders. The
first versions of the method were based on a linear displacement formulation of
the finite element procedure using a combination of polynomial and harmonic
functions for the Solution of simply supported folded plate structures [1]; this
was later extended to multi-span structures [6].
The development of a geometrical non-linear finite strip technique has been the
subject of research in recent years [3, 4, 8]. However, solutions have been
based primarily on special displacement functions and this results in a
restricted characterisation of geometrical non-linearity.
The idea of closely following the finite element procedure was put forward by
the authors in a previous publication [5]. Since then this technique has been
further tested and applied with the development of Fortran programs for
different mini- and micro-computers.
This paper is concerned primarily with the presentation of two representative
applications of the method. However, a short summary of the technique is given
in the Appendix.

The examples in this paper demonstrate the analysis of steel structures with
longitudinal stiffeners, simply supported at two opposite ends (Fig. 1). For
simple supports, the following conditions are assumed: the vertical displacement
(w) of the plate is perpendicular to its plane, the transverse rotation (9) and
the transverse displacement (u) are zero, while the longitudinal displacement
(v) is non-zero.
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2

The aim of the analysis is primarily to investigate the greatest lateral
displacement and the corresponding stress distributions of the plate under
increasing load in the longitudinal plane.
The examples in this paper were solved by applying only one harmonic; however
the effect of more than one harmonic can also be found. In both examples an
initial central displacement was assumed by applying a vertical concentrated
load PQ at the mid-point of the plate.
The results were obtained by running the Fortran program FISNAB which has been
implemented on Leeds University's PRIME 750 and VIDEOTON's VT 600 Computers.
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2. ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED RECTANGULAR PLATE

Figure 2 shows the case of a rectangular plate simply supported at four edges.
The support conditions of the horizontally loaded edges have already been
described. The unloaded edge conditions were obtained by prescribing the
vertical displacement of the plate in these nodal lines as zero, while the other
three displacements - 8, u and v - were not prescribed.

This is a problem for which several solutions are available in the literature,
thus providing useful comparisons. The square plate analysed by Yamaki [12] and
Wood [11] is used here. Its dimensions are 400 x 400 in by 1.5 in thick (10 m x
10 m x 38 mm) and the initial central displacement is 0.15 in (3.8 mm). Figure
2 shows the relation between this ratio of the central displacement and plate
thickness and the quantity P characteristic of the compressive loading. This
quantity is approximated by Wood [11] and Yamaki [12] as:

2
4p a

p y
2

Et
where p is the average compressive stress in direction y. The dashed line
shows the analytical result of Yamaki, triangles denote the result of the finite
element analysis of Wood, who investigated one quarter of the plate using 32

triangulär elements. The results from the FISNAB program are shown by circles
and are based upon the application of four finite Strips and one harmonic.
Advantage was taken of the symmetrical nature of the problem and one half of the
plate only was analysed.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE FAILURE OF THE VIENNA DANUBE BRIDGE

3.1 In the evening of 6th November 1969 the Vienna Danube bridge, while under
construction, failed at three sections. The bridge had two intermediate
supports forming spans of 82, 210 and 120 metres. The structure of the
bridge was formed of two torsionally stiff box girders of 7.6 m width and
5.2-7.5 m height, at 15.6 m spacing. The box girders supported a 32 m wide
orthotropic plate deck (Fig. 3).
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The collapse of the bridge launched a fierce technical debate especially
because the dimensioning and construction were carried out following the
current Austrian specifications.
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Prof. P. Cicin of Vienna, Prof. K. Sattler of Graz and Prof. P. Roik of
Berlin, published different explanations in the Journal "Tiefbau" in 1970
[2, 9, 10]. Further research on this problem at the University of Liege was

later published by Maquoi and Massonnet [7]. Based primarily on this paper
the change of displacement of the lower flange mid-point with increasing
longitudinal horizontal loading was analysed together with the stress
distribution in the cross-section corresponding to each of the loading
values. These results are presented in the following sections.

3.2 According to a nearby observatory, the fracture oecurred at three cross-
sections, at five second intervals, at 8.44 p.m. The middle closing member
had been put in at 8 a.m. when the observatory temperature was 4.2°C. The

temperature had risen by 2.2°C by 2 p.m., and then decreased by 4.9°C. It
is reasonable to assume that at the bridge site a somewhat greater increase
of 8-10°C oecurred with a later decrease of 12-15°C.

The most important factor in considering the cause of the failure is the
greater increase of loading of the bridges compared with the expected
load because of:
a) the significant change of ambient temperature;
b) the unexpectedly non-uniform distributed dead load.

It is apparent that initially the entire lower flange of the box girder
failed and the füll collapse of the cross section followed afterwards.

3.3 Based on these considerations, Maquoi and Massonnet have analysed the
yielding of the lower flange.

The most important aim of the analytical method devised was to take into
consideration the essential deviation of the stress distribution from a
uniform one in the lower flange. This deviation is caused by three factors:
a) The shear lag effect, i.e. consideration of the deformations due to the

shearing forces;
b) The curvature of the entire flange, increasing under the compressive

forces;
c) Curvature of the plate between individual longitudinal stiffeners.
The combination of these factors results in the theoretical distribution of
the longitudinal stresses of the stiffened plate shown as curve II of
Fig. 4. If the effect of c) is omitted, then curve I is obtained, while
line A denotes an approximately uniform distribution.
Maquoi and Massonnet took the factors a) and b) into consideration by
transforming the lower flange into an orthotropic plate and investigating
this with one harmonic according to non-linear analysis. In this way a

nonuniform longitudinal stress distribution was obtained. Since this method
could not follow exactly the effect c), the authors investigated a segment
of plate between two longitudinal stiffeners, which had an initial deformation.

They took into consideration the approximate effect of this curvature by the
introduction of an effective plate width. The approximate nature of this
investigation was caused by the combination of a final common reducing
factor from individual factors from two separate analyses expressed simply
as a multiple of the two. Then the work concentrated on the presentation of
the two latter multiplying factors. This was done within plate theory by
the assumption of the displacement function:

_ x yw cos — cos *-
a b
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The critical load was:

ocrit 217 N/W

Maquoi and Massonnet State in their analysis of the state of collapse that
the external, longitudinal stress consisted of:

ödead load "* N/mm2 (MPa)

Change in temp.
26 N/mm

forming a total applied stress of:

atotal 220 N/mm

while the yielding limit was:

Gyield 285 N/mm

As Maquoi and Massonnet obtained:

«L 0.811 ; a2 0.848

r^i
— A

Fig. 4

for the two multiplying factors, they derived the value:

o, ¦ 0.811 x 0.848 x 285 196 N/mm2
Limit

i.e., if the stress, assumed to be uniform along the cross-section, reached
this value, then at the marginal point of the stress distribution denoted by
curve II in Fig. 4, the cross-section yields.
This investigation contains a number of approximations since the simplified
analysis is not able to follow exactly the geometrical form of the cross-
section.

3.4 Based on the previous analysis it was an interesting task to plot the entire
stress distribution of the cross-section as a function of the longitudinal
loading using the FISNAB program. {.

ir
\NVA

h W> [V W> 'Th h

Fig. 5 dimensions in mm
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The lower flange was modelled as shown in Fig. 5 making use of the
symmetrical geometry of the section. The two extreme points of the cross-
section were assumed to have no vertical displacement because of the
supporting effect of the webs. The lower flange was considered to be a part
of a box girder segment bounded by two stiff diaphragms, and having no
intermediate transverse stiffeners. At the two bounding stiffening
diaphragms the flange was assumed to be simply supported. A vertical load
applied at the centre point of the plate approximated the initial curvature
of the lower flange. The geometrical data of the structure are given in
Fig. 5.

By increasing the longitudinal horizontal loading formed by concentrated,
longitudinal loads along the nodal lines indicated as denoted in Fig. 5, two
graphs have been plotted.
The first, Fig. 6, shows the values of longitudinal stress at the centre of
the box girder segment plotted against the applied stress due to the
longitudinal loads. The two curves show:

a) Maximum stress at the central cross-section of flange;
b) Minimum stress in the central cross-section of the flange, i.e., at the

central point of the flange.
These values correspond to the maximum values of displacement.
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Fig. 6

A horizontal line at the yield value 285 N/mm2 is drawn in Fig. 6. The
point at which the curve of maximum stress crosses this line is the limiting
loading stress corresponding to yielding. This value is 169 N/mm2. The
critical load would correspond to a mid-point stress of 224 N/mm2.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of longitudinal stress over the entire
cross-section. This figure shows that upon increase of the applied loading
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stress, the longitudinal stress increases more rapidly at the line of the
cross-section under the webs as compared with the stress increase at the
centre line. This means that the curvature of curve I in Fig. 4 is even
more pronounced, while the shear lag effect between longitudinal stiffeners
(curve II) can also be seen in Fig. 7, particularly at the centre-line.
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To summarise, it can be concluded that if the lower flange of the Vienna
Danube bridge is analysed by a direct study of the real stress distribution,
then:

a) the permissible loading stresses given by Sattler [10] are actually
50 N/mm above the yield limit;

b) the limit stress is 169 N/mm i.e. smaller than the 196 N/mm obtained
by Maquoi and Massonnet[7];

c) the collapse was initiated by yield at the web/flange junction of the
lower flange.
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6. APPENDIX - THE GEOMETRICAL NON-LINEAR FINITE STRIP METHOD

Consider the finite strip denoted by I having the length of b and the width of a
of Fig. A1.

Two nodal lines belong to the strip denoted by i and j. The method assumes four
displacement components characterised by the following terms:

r 2 3
w(x,y) -.(a + a x + a x + a x sin k ym=l 1 _ j 4 m

r 2

6(x,y)= £.(_,, + 2a0+ 3a,x) sin k ym=1 _ z> ii m

u(x,y) £.(a.,- + a,x) sin k ym=l 3 b m

r
v(x,y) -,(a- + a.x) cos k ym=i / ö m

where k —
tn a

The displacement parameters belonging to the strip I form the vector e_ where:

I r I r T
e t e [u. v. 6. u. v. w. 0. ]
— m_1 —m m=1 im im im jia jm jm jm

These enable us to describe the displacement of nodal lines i and j, utilising
the above approximations, by:

n n

w.= E.w. sink y, w.= _,w. sinkl m-l im m j m=1 jm m

The strain vector of strip I, and harmonic m, contains a linear and non-linear
component and takes the form of: iv v

b

II I
—m —om —Nm

The corresponding strain-matrix components are:

B1 B1 B*
=m =om =Nm

where

de1 B1 de1
—m =m —m

x, u

l. w

Fig. A1

Following the non-linear finite element Solution of [11], the summation of
internal and external forces for the total structure and harmonic m results in:
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Nrab--- nTf __. Z. f f (B o dxdy - TZ. rl 0
—tn 1=1 n=1 o o =n —m 1 1 —m

Here the vector 0 contains the stress components, the vector r the loading
components for harmonic m and strip I.
Making use of the connection of:

I -I „il I_ n TJ ' aC, D B' e

where D denotes the elasticity matrix, j' the strain matrix for non-
differential quantities, the following expression is obtained:

Nrab N

f T_. Z. f f (BL) D B'1 e1 dxdy - TE. r1
—m 1=1 n=1 o o n mm 1=1 -m

where again:

_,I „,I _.I I I I.B' B' + B' (e., e., e
m om Nm — 1 —2 ' —r

The State of equilibrium of the analysed structure is characterised by the
vector series of displacement amplitudes, e. e2> — e_ for the whole structure
resulting in a zero vector for:

r
f Z, f— m=1 —m

The Newton-Raphson method is applied, represented here by:

df _ „I
I " =Tm

where:

and

with

and

de

Ki =KX +K^ .K1
=Tm =om =Nm =om

I I rabITIIK + H± Z, f f (B1)1 D B dxdy=om =Nm n=1 o o =n =m

-I rabIII ITIK
L Z. f f d(B„ [e7, e-, e ]) o dxdy=om n=1 o o Nm —1 —2' —r —m '

K
Z

- K1 • de1
=om =o*m —m

The last equations define an iterative Solution for the determination of vectors
e (m 1,2, r, I 1,2, N) resulting in equilibrium based on a
nonlinear relationship between strains and displacements.
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RESUME
Le Groupe a entrepris depuis deux ans la definition des specifications et la realisation du logiciel BDGS.
Cette demarche vise ä couvrir les besoins de tous les participants ä l'acte de concevoir et de construire
dans le domaine du bätiment des travaux publics, et de la construction navale. Cet article expose les

grandes lignes du logiciel BDGS, en insistant tout particulierement sur le domaine de la conception, de
l'etude, de la fabrication et de I'exploitation des structures.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Seit zwei Jahren arbeitet die Gruppe an der Definition der spezifischen Bedingungen sowie der Erstellung

der BDGS-Software. Hiermit soll den Anforderungen all jener entsprochen werden, die im
allgemeinen Bauwesen, im öffentlichen Bauwesen sowie im Schiffsbauwesen an Planung und Konstruktion
beteiligt sind. Im Rahmen dieses Artikels legen wir die grossen Linien der BDGS-Software dar. Unsere
Unterstützung erstreckt sich vor allem auf das Gebiet der Planung, der Entwicklung, der Fabrikation
und der Nutzung der Bauten.

SUMMARY
The Group began defining the specifications for the BDGS Software package two years ago. BDGS is

designed for the needs of all those who participate in design and construction in building, public works
and shipbuilding. This article outlines the main features of the BDGS Software, and particularly
emphasizes its use in the realm of conception, design, manufacturing and exploitation of structures.
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1. LES OBJECTIFS DU PROJET BDGS

Quelques idees de base ont preside ä l'ecriture de BDGS :

1. Un ouvrage est le plus souvent un PROTOTYPE.
Les Performances de BDGS sont optimisees dans les fonctionnalites les
plus utilisees : Celles qui simulent les Processus d'etudes les plus
courants.

2. Les reglementations sont multiples
BDGS est con<ju pour s'adapter a d'autres reglements et se connecter ä
d'autres logiciels.
Les logiciels d'application sont modulaires, dissociant les couches de
logiciel generales (calculs geometriques, resistance des materiaux,
etc...), des couches de logiciel specifiques ä un reglement, une norme,
un client
L utilisateur peut inclure ses propres logiciels ainsi que des donnees
generees par des produits informatiques differents.
La part de logiciel liee au Systeme d'exploitation est completement dis-
sociee des programmes constitutifs de maniere ä faciliter la
transportabilite du Produit.

3. Pluralite des intervenants

BDGS est appele ä etre utilise par une grande diversite de professions;
de ce fait il permet d' englober TOUTES les ACTIONS participant ä l'ACT1:
de CONCEVOIR, et, par des logiciels techniques appropries, de tirer
la rnaquette tous les enseignements : vues, coupes, perspectives»,
metres, calculs techniques etc..
BDGS assure le PARTAGE des DONNEES entre de nombreux utilisateurs en ge-
rant les problemes de SECURITE et de COHERENCE.

4. Coordonnation des interventions

La conception et 1 etude d'un ouvrage fönt appel ä un grand nombre
d'intervenants de specialites diverses :

Afin d'eviter 1'introduction d'incoherences graves, BDGS offre des
possibilites de mise en commun des informations et leur Validation au
niveau le plus eleve (celui du Chef de Projet), en respectant les deux
imperatifs ci-dessous :

• L'INDEPENDANCE DES OPERATEURS : Chacun dispose des moyens geometri¬
ques, topologiques et technologiques necessaires ä la construction
de ses propres maquettes.

• La possibilite de FEDERER au sein d'un projet l'ensemble des parties
qui le composent : Un Operateur privilegie (le chef du projet)
dispose de moyens permettant de rendre publics, et d'imposer au niveau
du projet, les objets, materiaux, attributs et parametres communs.
Ainsi peuvent etre assurees 1'homogeneite et 1 unicite des
informations liees au projet.

PARTAGE | UNICITE DES INFORMATIONS

SECURITE
SAUVEGARDE
CONFIDENTIALITE
INTEGRITE
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LA MAQUETTE ELECTRONIQUE

2.1 COMMENT EST CONSTITUEE LA MAQUETTE

La demarche CAO consiste ä associer ä un ouvrage une MAQUETTE ELECTRONIQUE

TRIDIMENSIONNELLE integrant la totalite des donnees qui le defi-
nissent.

Le Systeme est capable de construire cette rnaquette par assemblage de tous
les composants de l'ouvrage, archives dans des BIBLIOTHEQUES d'objets bi et
tri-dimensionnels dont la geometrie peut etre parametree.

Le Systeme a connaissance des realites technologiques de chaque materiau, et
permet la resolution correcte de leurs interactions et 1'exploitation ulte-
rieure de la rnaquette par l'ensemble des programmes d'application.
Le Systeme est capable ä tous moments de modifier simplement la rnaquette
electronique, sans que 1 utilisateur ait ä redefinir tous les assemblages.

Pour rendre possible 1 etude des plus grands projets, le Systeme peut tra-
vailler sur un ESPACE MEMOIRE pratiquement ILLIMITE. L'operateur peut, ä un
instant donne, travailler sur un sous-ensemble de cette rnaquette residant en
unite centrale.

La rnaquette associe :

• des vue planes positionnees dans l'espace et constituees d'objets 2D ou
de traces d'objets 3D,

• des objets tridimensionnels
• des DETAILS BIDIMENSIONNELS, pouvant etre assimiles aux feuilles d'un

carnet de croquis et utilises au sein d'une vue plane ou d'un autre
detail,
des DETAILS TRIDIMENSIONNELS, constitues d'elements 3D et se comportant,

vis-ä-vis de la rnaquette, comme les details 2D vis-ä-vis des vues
planes

• -o
i

Details 3D

Utilisation
Detail 3D

• >
<i

Reprise
Detail dansi

Maquette •

Fonctions
2D o 3D
3D o 2D

Details 2D

l

Utilisation
Detail 2D

• 1>

Reprise
Detail

dans Vue

MAQUETTE
3 D

VUES 2D

positionnees

dans
1 espace

Le logiciel associe des fonctions 3D sophistiquees (algebre generale des
volumes et des surfaces), et des fonctions specifiques pour les "objets du
bätiment" les plus utilises.
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2.2 LES OBJETS DE BDGS - LES RENSEIGNEMENTS QU'ILS PORTENT

Avant de situer un objet dans la BASE de DONNEES graphiques et non graphi-
ques qui constitue la rnaquette, il est utile de donner quelques definitions
des CONCEPTS DE BASE qui ont preside a la structuration du logiciel
BDGS :

RELATION TOPOLOGIQUE
"LE MUR H S'RRRETE SUR LE MUR B"

TRRITEMENT RUTOMRTIQUE

OBJETS PRINCIPRUX
ELEMENTS DE TRRHE

© ©PHR2

PRRRMETRES/PROJET

^'y

I%M^^ _^
OBJETS SECONDRIRES

RELATION TECHNOLOGIQUE
LR OflLLE C PORTE LE HUR R"

PROJET : II regroupe et met ä disposition de chaque Operateur
1 ensemble des objets, informations, Standards, normes ,etc... communs
ä toutes les maquettes qui le detaillent.
BIBLIOTHEQUE : Collection des objets utilises d'une facon repeti-
tive dans les diverses maquettes, eile fait partie integrante du projet.
Elle peut etre constituee ä partir de bibliotheques externes plus gene-
rales, et enrichie dans le cadre du projet lui-meme.
LA TRAME : Ensemble des plans et cylindres verticaux ("axes") et des
plans ("niveaux") et cylindres horizontaux qui generent une serie
structuree de referentiels, communs ä l'ensemble des maquettes consti-
tuant le projet.
OBJET PRINCIPAL ET OBJET SECONDAIRE :

Un objet principal est positionne par rapport ä la trame (exemple :

murs, poutres, semelles, poteaux
Un objet secondaire appartient ä un objet principal et est positionne
par rapport ä lui (exemple : fenetre dans mur, tremie dans dalle)
PARAMETRE : Association d'un identificateur et d'une valeur numeri-
que. L'utilisateur, pour definir dans la rnaquette une epaisseur, une
position relative, etc.. pourra utiliser 1' identificateur d'un parametre
projet en lieu et place de sa valeur. Toute modification de la valeur
d'un tel parametre a des consequences automatiques sur l'ensemble de la
rnaquette.
HISTORIQUE: Le mode de construction, base sur une topologie de liaisons

et garde en memoire doit permettre, en cas de modifications locales
ou globales du projet, de remettre ä jour automatiquement la rnaquette.
RELATION :

Relation TOPOLOGIQUE
Relation TECHNOLOGIQUE: BDGS sait traiter globalement des entites
complexes, et porter une connaissance technologique de haut niveau
(poutre portee par... et portant..., liaison par encastrement...)

REGLES : Mise en memoire des regles topologiques regissant les
interactions entre objets (qui peuvent utiliser la table des priorites
entre materiaux).
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MACROS : Sauvegarde de sequences d'interactions aboutissant ä la
creation d'un objet plus ou moins complexe susceptible d'un parametrage
(par parametres externes ou utilisation de parametres-projet).
MATERIAUX : Table contenant les descriptions des materiaux utilises
dans un projet, ainsi que tous attributs physiques ou textuels qui leur
sont lies. Leur sont associes des Motifs de representation, ainsi qu'une
table de priorites relatives.
DETAILS : Bibliotheque d'objets bi et tridimensionnels. Leur sont
associes des Attributs, des Materiaux, des Regles, des Classes, des
Activites
MOTIFS : Representation surfaciques (hachures, grises, couleurs,
motifs quelconques).
COUCHES : (Layers) Mise en memoire de 1'appartenance d'un objet ä

un sous ensemble defini d'une facon externe, lequel pourra etre traite
globalement en visualisation ou/et en plotting.
FILTRES : Mise en memoire de modes de visualisation diverses.
ATTRIBUTS : Table associant des identificateurs accessibles de faqon
externe (densite, conductibilite et leurs valeur numeriques.
CLASSES : Table permettant le classement des objets en familles
ayant les memes attributs (elements de facade, porteurs
ACTIVITES : Table associant objets et activite d'etude poutre ->
element pour le calcul de structure
COTATION : La cotation n'est pas un simple renseignement graphique
porte sur le plan, perdant toute liaison avec les objets cotes, mais un
element ä part entiere de la rnaquette electronique.

2.3 LA RICHESSE DU CONCEPT D'OBJET

TYPE GEOMETRIQUE
PHYSIQUE

EST DEFINI ATTRIBUTS
TOPOLOGIE

TEXTUEL

CARACTERISTIQUE!5 Propres (Materiaux

une Bibliotheque
PROVIENT de ou un Projet
EST GENERE par des Parametres projet

un Objet parametre pere
OBJET a des RELATIONS ses Liaisons avec autres

un Macro-objet
un Niveau
un Filtre de visu.

INCLUS dans ou des Groupes
APPARTIENT ä des Extraits

une Classe
des Activites
des Domaines geographiq.

LIE ä d'autres objets
la Trame

a une HISTOIRE la Cotation
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2.4 LA STRUCTURE DE LA BASE DE DONNEES

Element
d« TRAME

implantation
I des objets

principaux

Parasitrt*
PROJET

BIBLIOTHEQUE

liaison
objat-

paraaatras

rattachenent
cotation
objet

Form. Canonique
Geometrie resolue

I Position at Interaction—
g [ j |— (Regles)

—>- appartenance ¦<-

>constitution ¦<

>- habillage

> 1 laison ¦<•

L- >-J localisation

Objet
PRINCIPAL

Objet
SECOSDAIRE

Nacro-Objat

GROUPE

HATERIAUX

4

110TIF

ACTIVITE

-
ZONE

GEOGRAPH!QUE

appartenance

4

1

FILTRE

3. LIAISONS DES PROGRAMMES TECHNOLOGIQUES A LA MAQUETTE

Incluant les necessaires outils de securite, cette fonctionnalite de BDGS

est obtenue ä l'aide d'un outil que nous nommerons EXTRACTEUR.

Un EXTRACTEUR est une combinaison par des Operateurs Booleens (AND, NOT, OR

etc..) de conditions d'extraction elementaires (types d'objets, codes de
visualisation, appartenance ä un sous-ensemble, localisation geographique,
attributs divers, corps d'etats concernes, liaisons topologiques, etc...).

MAQUETTE

Fct.
PLOT

PLANS y
Architecture
Perspectives
Coffrage
Corps d'etat
Ferrailläge

INTERFACE

EXTRAIT
Descente de charges
Contreventement
Calculs d'armatures
Calculs thermiques
Calculs de structure
Planification
Quantitatifs
Etudes de prix

l l

Interactif
V _
i i

l

Batch
V
i

PROGRAMMES TECHN.)LOGIQUES —>—

Les applications technologiques associent intimement des actions de type
interactif et de type batch.
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INTERACTIF : pour completer les renseignements preexistants dans la
rnaquette (ajout de charges, choix des elements participant au
contreventement, visualisation de sous-ensembles ä metrer, etc..)
BATCH : une fois que les renseignements necessaires sont connus, il est
inutile de charger 1'interactif des calculs complexes que peuvent ne-
cessiter les applications technologiques

EXEMPLES DE PROGRAMMES D'APPLICATION

A l'aide de fonctions technologiques, 1'utilisatcur enrichit la base de
donnees des informations qui lui sont necessaires (ex. : elements portant ou
portes pour la descente de charges).

C'est ainsi qu'il peut discretiser en elements finis le modele.

_\ .vVvS.i

¦g

Maquette 3D

1 f

Mod el isotion elements finis

A partir des resultats de l'analyse, 1'utilisateur produit l'ensemble des
documents de ferraillage (plans, details, nomenclatures). II contröle les
procedures de montage des aciers (cheminee de betonnage, prefabrication de
panneaux, etc...)
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L'utilisateur contröle la capacite des outils de coffrage et leur modalite
de mise en place (deplacement, course de verins). II optimise leur emploi
(cycle de production).

Par exploitation de mesures realises lors de la prefabrication et la mise en
place des elements il contröle la qualite de l'ouvrage.

EXPLOITATION DE L'OUVRAGE

II serait souhaitable que les differents intervenants ä l'acte de construire
integrent 1'informatique graphique dans leurs relations et qu'ils puissent
les uns et les autres fournir tout document sous forme magnetique.
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SUMMARY
A new approach to incremental nonlinear static and dynamic analysis as implemented in a recently
developed general purpose finite element program is presented. The approach is new not because new
algorithms or element modeis are implemented, but because füll interaction between the program and
its user during the step-by-step analysis process is possible. This means total involvement of the
program user with the algorithms and the element modeis he is using, i.e. the opposite of the "black box"
approach generally adopted.

RESUME
Une nouvelle facon de traiter les problemesd'analyse structurale nonlineaireest presentee. La nouveaute
consiste non pas dans les modeles ou les algorithmes utilises mais dans le fait que l'utilisateur a la
possibilite de suivre en temps reel le developpement du calcul sur l'ecran de son terminal et d'intervenir ä
chaque instant pour changer les parametres et les strategies utilises pour la Solution du probleme.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Eine neue Arbeitsweise bei der Lösung nichtlinearer Probleme der Tragwerksanalyse wird vorgestellt.
Neu sind dabei nicht etwa die verwendeten Modelle oder Algorithmen, sondern die dem Programmbe-
nützer gebotenen Möglichkeiten, den Verlauf der Berechnungen auf seinen Bildschirmterminal zu
verfolgen und die Lösungsparameter jederzeit interaktiv zu verändern.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many difficulties encountered when applying sophisticated numerical procedures
to real-life structural design problems stern from the fact that the engineer
responsible for the design and the Computer scientist who developed the FE

program used for the analysis can not be the same person. While in the (good)
old days all needed know-how was concentrated in one person, today at least
two highly specialized but unfortunately totally unrelated Professionals are
needed. Sometimes a third person comes in to play. This happens when the
structural designer seeks the help of a "stress analyst" for modeling his
structural problem and running the FE program. In fact structural designers,
in many cases, do not have the time and the know-how needed for using a FE

program or even for checking that somebody eise has used it correctly.

This Situation is particularly unfavorable in nonlinear analysis which can only
make sense if the approximations involved in the numerical model are understood,
if the workings of the iterative algorithms used and their sensitivity to the
many parameters involved are known and if the basic design problems the analysis

is supposed to solve are clearly formulated. When some of these conditions
are not satisfied design and analysis tend to diverge from each other : the
designer bases his decisions, just like in the old days, only on common sense,
experience and simple hand calculations while the "sophisticated" numerical
results obtained by the stress analyst are often accepted only if they confirm
the expectations of the designer. Sometimes they are considered a waste of time
just needed to make contractors and regulators happy.

What can the Computer scientist do to enhance the confidence of the designer in
FE analysis An obvious answer is that adequate teaching and "user fiendli-
ness" of the Computer programs are of great importance. In addition, at least
for non-linear analysis, it is certainly necessary for the program user to
truly understand the algorithm and the element modeis he is using.

Based on these considerations a new general purpose FE-program called FLOWERS

capable of linear and nonlinear static and dynamic analysis for different types
of structures was developed. The most remarkable feature of this program is the
approach adopted in nonlinear static and dynamic analysis: the program allows
füll interaction between the Computer and the program user during the execution
of the interactive step-by-step procedures needed in nonlinear analysis. This
means that the program user can sit in front of a terminal and follow on the
screen the development of the numerical computations in real-time. At any time
he can stop execution, look at different partial results, change Solution
strategies, go back to some predefined restart point, repeat some parts of the
analysis with different Solution parameters, compare results, etc. It is the
aim of this paper to discuss this approach as implemented in the program FLOWERS.

2. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS WITH THE PROGRAM "FLOWERS" : GENERALITIES

The program FLOWERS consists of eight independent programs, called modules,
which communicate with each other through secondary storage. For nonlinear
analysis the following four modules are used:

SYSIN (SYStem INput module) for inputting system, element and load data for
both linear and nonlinear static and dynamic problems
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NOMBA (NONlinear BAtch module) for inputting additional specification needed
for nonlinear static and dynamic analysis

NONIN (NONlinear INteractive module)for the step-by-step Solution of non¬
linear static and dynamic problems

GRAPH for graphical Output.

The FLOWERS modules are made up of two different kinds of interconnected
FORTRAN routines: the module routines and the element routines. The module
routines build the main body of each module. They perform the processing steps
needed for any kind of finite element model independently of specific
applications. The modules NONBA and GRAPH are application independent being
made up exclusively of module routines. The element routines are related to
specific library element modeis used for implementing a variety of finite
element procedures for different applications. The main task is to compute
the numerical coefficients describing the physical behaviour of each element
(i.e. the local element matrices) to be transmitted to the module routines for
further processing. Library element routines are attached to the modules SYSIN
and NONIN. Therefore these modules are application dependent. In fact for
different classes of applications (like plane trusses, space frames and Shells,
three dimensional continua, etc.) separate versions of these modules comprising
different element routines identified by their library names exist.

All FLOWERS modules with the exception of NONIN are batch programs in the sense
that they communicate with their users only through input and Output textfiles.
The syntax and, to a large extent, the semantics, i.e. the physical meaning of
the free-format, problem-oriented input language used for specifying the input
data (i.e. for writing the input file) are defined and described by syntax
diagrams similar to those often used for defining programming languages (e.g.
PASCAL). Fig. 1 shows the syntax diagrams of the module NONBA. The very simple
Conventions needed to understand how to use these diagrams shall not be

explained here (see (1)). It should be stressed however, that we believe, and

practical experience with FLOWERS and other programs confirm, that syntax-
diagrams are an extremely effective way, in fact probably the only acceptable
way if real user friendliness is sought, for defining and describing batch
oriented input specifications.

Contrary to all other FLOWERS modules, the module NONIN is an interactive
program expecting all needed input data to be typed by a user sitting in front
of a terminal.

During the execution of the module NONIN the nonlinear computations occur. That
is, for a given time history of the external loads, the Joint displacements and
all related state variables (e.g. the element stress components) are evaluated
time-step-by-time-step. In static analysis (where time represents a load
parameter) the modified Newton-Raphson algorithm ranging from the initial stress
method to the original, non-modified Newton-Raphson method is implemented. For
nonlinear (or linear) dynamic analysis the explicit central difference method
as well as two implicit algorithms, the Newmark method and the so-called 9 -
method developed within our group (see (2)) are at the present time implemented.

These algorithms are implemented at the global system level, i.e. by means of
the application independent module routines. These are interfaced to the element
routines which must provide all numerical coefficients describing the nonlinear
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element behaviour as needed by the particular algorithm being used. Therefore
all kinds of nonlinear effects (including e.g. contact problems) are treated at
the local element level by the element routines. These, as explained below
("Single value Output state variables", "Direct element Output"), also have to
provide different kinds of Output data (e.g. stress components, plastic work,
etc.) needed to inform the program user about the current State of the elements.

3. PREPARING FOR NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

The step-by-step Solution of a nonlinear static or dynamic problem for a given
time history of the external loads requires the execution of the preparatory
batch modules SYSIN (SYStem INput) and NONBA (NONlinear BAtch), followed by
the interactive module NONIN (NONlinear INteractive).

The module SYSIN is used both in linear and nonlinear analysis for specifying
global system data (Joint coordinates, element incidences, etc.), element data
(e.g. material properties) and time independent load data. After the execution
of the module SYSIN (and perhaps of the module GRAPH for plotting the element
mesh) some additional data specifically needed for nonlinear analysis have to
be inputted by executing the batch module NONBA. Its input Statements are
described by the syntax diagram of Fig. 1. The type of input data they refer to
can be summarized as follows:

1) ANALYSIS TYPE (static and/or dynamic) and algorithm(s) to be used. It should
be noted that static analysis can precede dynamic analysis and that explicit
and implicit dynamic integration algorithms can be mixed in the time domain
(however not within the element mesh).

2) TIME HISTORY of the external loads, i.e. the time functions associated with
each of the independent loadcases previously defined.

3) INITIAL DYNAMIC CONDITIONS refering to nodal discplacements, velocities and
accelerations at the beginning of dynamic analysis.

4) DAMPING coefficients building the global damping matrix used for taking
linear viscous damping into account. Nonlinear and nonviscous damping is to
be treated at the element level.

5) CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE DEFINITION: with the exception of the explicit central
difference method, all algorithms mentioned above have to check for conver-
gence after each equilibrium iteration within each time-step. The vector
norms used to do this have to be defined and identified by names ('ident')
chosen by the program user. The actual numerical tolerance values associated

with these norms are specified (resp. modified, activated or disactivated)
interactively during the execution of the module NONIN.

6) SINGLE VALUE OUTPUT STATE VARIABLES associated either with nodal information
(displacements, unbalanced loads, etc.) or with element information provided
by the element routines (stress components, plastic work, etc.) have to be
specified and identified by names ('ident') chosen by the program user.
These variables can then be displayed on terminal, printed or saved for
graphical postprocessing by the module GRAPH.
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7) BULK OUTPUT BLOCKS DEFINITIONS refering to nodal or element data to be

printed when requested by the program user during the execution of the module
NONIN. Again these data blocks have to be identified by names ('ident')
chosen by the program user.

4. RUNNING NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

Fig. 2 shows the workings of the interactive module NONIN. Whenever requested by
the program user, as well as at the beginning and shortly before the end of the
interactive session, the main input menu, called the MONITOR menu, appears on
the terminal screen. The program user has then the options of pressing on his

MONITOR
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TIME STEP DEFINITION

CONVERGENCE TOLERANCES

STIFFNESS UPDATING

RESTART HANDLING
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batch run next

5 Interactive I/O of the module NONIN
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keyboard either one of the digits "1" to "9" for calling the corresponding input
sub-menu or one of the letters "C", "B" or "F" for continuing or terminating
execution (these digits and letters appear on the left side of Fig. 2 where they
are enclosed in circles).

The input data the user can specify by means of the sub-menus 1 to 7 can be
summarized as follows (for brevity the sub-menus 8 and 9 shall not be considered
here):

1) ANALYSIS TYPE CHANGE menu used for switching from static to dynamic analysis
or for changing integration algorithms during dynamic analysis (e.g. from
implicit to explicit or vice-versa).

2) TIME STEP DEFINITION menu used for specifying the length and the number of
load history time steps until the next adjustment in time step length is
needed or until the last load history step is reached. An elaborate procedure
for automatically reducing the step length when convergence difficulties occur
has also been introduced.

3) CONVERGENCE TOLEARANCES menu used for specifying numerical tolerance values
to be compared with the tolerance vector norms defined by the module NONBA.

Convergence checks can also be selectively activated or deactivated.

4) STIFFNESS UPDATING menu used for specifying the strategy to be adopted for
rebuilding the global stiffness matrix (e.g. every 3 time steps at the
beginning of the step, or after 7, 13 and 25 unsuccessful equilibrium iterations

within any step, etc.). These options are relevant both in static
analysis by the modified Newton-Raphson algorithm and in dynamic analysis
when implicit algorithms are used.

5) RESTART HANDLING menu used both for defining so-called "restart points" where
all relevant problem data are saved on secondary storage, and for repeating
one portion of the analysis starting from a previously defined restart point.
This is an essential feature in nonlinear analysis as it allows to compare
results obtained by different procedures (e.g. different time steps, different
stiffness updating strategies, different dynamic integration algorithms) and
also to overcome difficulties due to an unfavorable choice of Solution
strategies (e.g. a Singular tangent stiffness matrix).

6) SCREEN OUTPUT REQUEST menu used for specifying which of the Single value Out¬
put state variables are to be dsplayed continuously on the terminal screen.
This menu is also used for displaying the current values of all these
variables (SINGLE VALUE OUTPUT) or for requesting the element routines of some
elements to display their so called "DIRECT ELEMENT OUTPUT" containing
appropriate information on the current State of the element.

7) BULK DATA OUTPUT REQUESTS menu used for specifying the data blocks to be

printed or saved for graphical postprocessing and the load history times
when this has to occur.

When from the MONITOR menu the program user types the letter "C" the nonlinear
analysis process is continued (or started). On the terminal screen different
data are then displayed and updated at the end of each equilibrium iteration
within each time step. These data include the values of the active convergance
tolerance vector norms expressed as a percentage of the corresponding tolerance
values. The Single value Output state variables selected in the sub-menu no. 6
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(up to 12 of them) are also continously displayed as well as error and non-error
messages sent by the element routines. All this information is displayed without
interrupting execution and thus at a speed which depends greatly on the problem
size and on the Performance of the Computer used (the program FLOWERS is being
developed on a DEC-10 Computer). According to different system options specified
in the sub-menu no. 9, execution can be stopped at the end of each equilibrium
iteration, at the end of each time step when convergence is reached, when an
element sends a message, or only when all time steps defined in the sub-menu
no. 2 have been analysed. However the program user also has the option to stop
execution simply by pressing any key on his keyboard.

When execution is stopped different options are open. It is possible just to
continue execution, to have all single value State variables displayed (SINGLE
VALUE OUTPUT), to require some elements to display their "DIRECT ELEMENT OUTPUT"

or to go back to the MONITOR menu. In this last case, if convergence was not
reached, the program user has the option of either terminating the present step
and proceding to the next step just as if convergence was reached, or to go back
to the step beginning, change Solution parameters and repeat the same step.

Two different ways exist for terminating the interactive session. By typing the
letter "F" the interactive session is terminated. At a later time a new
interactive session beginning from any of the defined restart points is then possible.
By typing the letter "B" the interactive session or rather a batch job, without
any input or Output from the terminal, i.e. with only printer and perhaps post-
processor Output. When this option is chosen the program user has to specify
different data (e.g. a sufficient number of time steps) so that during the
following batch job no input data will be needed. After terminating an
interactive session in this way, the subsequent batch job does not require the
physical presence of the program user in front of the terminal. Upon termination
of this batch run a new restart point is automatically set. The next run will
then have to be an interactive session again.

5. CONCLUSION

A new approach to nonlinear structural analysis called the "glass box" approach
was described. Its principal goal is to get the program user involved with the
Solution algorithms and the element modeis he uses by allowing him to follow and
to steer the internal workings of the program on a terminal screen. In nonlinear
analysis this seems to make sense. In fact its success depends on many parameters
which in most cases can only be determined by trial and error, and trial-and-
error procedures are much better implemented in an interactive environment than
with a batch program. Of course the program user must know exactly what he is
doing, but this is certainly necessary whatever program he uses. The black-box
approach can not work in nonlinear analysis. Finally it is obvious, that for
real-life problems, if the response times during interaction are to remain
acceptable, a large amount of Computer power will be needed. This however, should
become less and less of a problem in the future.
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SUMMARY
A computer-aided approach for the interactive limit-states design of steel frames is presented. A
flexible scheme permits the engineer to define the design equations interactively. Both first- and
second-order elastic analyses can be employed to predict the response of the structure to the applied
loads.

RESUME
Une methode de traitement assiste sur ordinateur pour la conception et l'analyse de structures en acier
est presentee, pour les 6tats limites. La methode permet ä l'ingenieur de definir les equations de maniere
interactive. L'analyse des forces elastiques du premier et du deuxieme ordre peut etre utilisee afin de
predire le comportement d'une structure ä la Charge qui lui est appliquee.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Eine interaktive, computerunterstützte Methode für die Bruchbemessung von Stahlrahmenkonstruktionen

unter extremen Bedingungen wird aufgezeigt. Ein anpassungsfähiges Schema erlaubt es dem

Ingenieur, die Entwurfskriterien für gegebene Anforderungen zu bestimmen. Elastische Analysen
sowohl erster als auch zweiter Ordnung werden angewendet, um die Reaktion der Konstruktion auf die
Belastungen vorauszusagen.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The authors and their colleagues have developed an interactive Computer aided
design system for three dimensional steel frame structures [References 1-4].
The system accommodates design by either a limit states, code related approach
[Ref. 5], or through code independent methods that involve the use of geometric
and material nonlinear analysis. In this paper the code based method is
discussed. The assumptions and limitations are listed, some of the novel features
of the System are described, and an illustrative example is presented. The use
of füll nonlinear analysis is also illustrated in the example.

2. FEATURES, ASSUMPTIONS, LIMITATIONS

In a typical problem, the structure geometry, boundary conditions, trial member

sizes, and loads are first specified in the problem definition module — an
interactive graphics "preprocessor" [Ref. 2]. The load combinations for the
limit states under consideration are then defined, the type of analysis to be
used is selected, and the analysis is performed. The Computer then evaluates
the trial design by applying the relevant code equations to each member. Graphical

displays aid in i nterpreti ng the results and the behavior of the structure.

Successive iterations of re-design and analysis can be performed either
automatically or under the direct, interactive control of the engineer until a

system with well balanced strength properties is obtained. An additional
feature, which is described in References 1 _ 4 but not discussed here, is an opti-
mality criterion based procedure for sati sfyi ng displacement limits.
In the present state of the development of the system all members are assumed to
be compact, lateral buckling is prevented, and all connections are rigid. Work

is in progress to remove these limitations.

3. STRENGTH DESIGN PROCEDURES

Figure 1 is a flow Chart of the code related procedure for meeting strength
requirements. The design algorithm can be summarized as follows: 1) An initial
set of member sizes (a "design vector") is selected based on experience or rough
preliminary calculations. 2) All the design rules from the applicable specification

are defined as design equations. 3) For a Single load combination, the
structure is analyzed to obtain internal member forces and Joint displacements.
4) The response of the structure to this load combination is evaluated. If the
response is not satisfactory a new design is generated, either automatically or
interactively. In the former case the program selects the lightest members that
satisfy the Controlling design equations. In the other option, the user selects
the members. The results of the new design are stored in the "next design
vector" as described in Section 3.1 below. 5) Steps 3 and 4 are repeated for each
load combination. A design is considered feasible when for all possible load
combinations the structural specifications are not violated. The ultimate goal
is to find for each group of members an acceptable section with the least
possible weight. After the last load combination is considered, a new design iteration

is begun only if changes have oecurred in the design vector since the pre-
vi ous i terati on.

The design procedure is not a fully automatic one. At all times the engineer
has control over the path to be followed. He can exit the loop at any time to
modi fy the structure or to change any of the parameters that control the desi gn
and analysis routines.
In the following subsections each of the major components of the method are
described.
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3.1 Design Vectors
The term "design vector" is used to describe the list of member sizes employed
at any stage of the process. It is the vector that is progressi vely refined
from the initial to the final design. In the manual, i.e., interactive option,
a member is selected or changed by poi nti ng to an item on a displayed list of
conventional designations (W18x40, W36x300, etc.) and then poi nti ng to the member

on a line diagram of the frame. The properties of that section, which are
in the system database, are assigned to that member by the program.
At any stage of the process, three design vectors are stored: the "previous",
"current", and "next" vectors. The current vector lists the members whose
properties are being used at the current stage of the program in all calculations.
The new tri al desi gn suggested by the Computer or i nteracti vely by the user i s

stored as the next vector. This multiple, progressi vely updated, record enables
the desi gner to recover a desi gn i f a subsequent revi ew of the new tri al desi gn
produces less satisfactory results than the current one.

3.2 Design Equations
One aim is to make these design tools applicable to a wide ränge of structural
design codes. This is a difficult task since at present there is no uniform
format for codes. It is for this reason that the scope of the elastic analysis
based procedures has been limited to codes employing the limit states design
philosophy. The format of the design equations in this type of code can be
given rather generally as:

calculated load effect at factored loads, (S.)
1

< 1 (1)
estimated resistance to factored load effect, (R\ —

To achieve a degree of code i ndependence the design procedure has been
implemented in the following way: 1) The user is afforded füll control over the
specification of load and resistance factors. 2) In cases in which different
codes speci fy different formulas for the calculation of resistance to a given
load effect, for example, to direct compression, several commonly used formulas
are included in the program to give the designer a choice. 3) To accommodate
the use of interaction equations commonly found in codes, the scheme described
below has been used to define design equations that combi ne different load
effects.
It is possible to define equations of the following type:

7 S. e.
g l 6.C. (-1) <g (2)

i=l R.
l

in which 6. is 1 or 0 depending on whether the i load effect is active or

inactive, C. i s a coefficient, e. is an exponent, g is a function of the load

effects and member resistance, and g is the limit imposed on the design equation

(usually unity). In cases in which a structural member is subjected to
two or more load effects that cause direct stresses in the same direction,
structural specifications prescribe so-called "interaction equations" for
design. This type of equation can be defined by activating the corresponding
load effects in eqn. 2 [1]. However, to accommodate the definition of
interaction equations that consider the stability of individual members it is necessary

to modi fy eqn. 2 since the bending terms in such equations need to include
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both an amplification factor and an equivalent moment factor.
Fi gure 2 shows the menu page used for the i nteracti ve defi ni ti on of the desi gn
equations. The equation displayed is an interaction equation for compression
and bending. The load effects that are active are indicated by a double line
box. This and the design equations to be considered in the subsequent examples
are taken from Ref. [5].

3.3 Load Combinations

To veri fy a limit State it is generally necessary to check the adequacy of the
structure for more than one load combination. The load combinations to be
considered in the example to follow are those given in Ref. [5],

3.4 Analysi s

The object of the analysis is to calculate the internal member forces and
moments due to the applied loads. The applied loads can be either the specified
service loads or factored loads, depending on the limit state under consideration.

Most modern specification contain provisions for the use of first- or
second-order analysis to estimate the response of the structure. The difference
in the application of specification clauses in these two cases is often
restricted to the consideration of stability effects. For example, if the
second-order effects are taken into account directly in the analysis, the
Canadian Limit States Design Specification allows the use of effective length
factors and uniform bending coefficients calculated on the assumption that
si deway is prevented.
Conventional stiffness method procedures are employed to calulate member forces
when a first-order elastic analysis is requested. To solve for the structural
response for the second and subsequent load combinations, advantage is taken of
the alreacjy decomposed structure stiffness matrix from the first load
combi nation.
The column effective length factors required when the design is based on first-
order elastic analysis are computed by performi ng a separate elastic critical
load analysis of planar bents in the structure. The reference loads used in
the elastic critical load analysis of the example to be presented correspond to
specified gravity loads. The effective length factors are calculated from the
member axial loads at the elastic critical load [1].
For second-order analysis either iterative or incremental procedures can be
employed to solve the finite element equilibrium equation. The iterative procedures

provide a more accurate approach to equilibrium at the expense of computational

effort. Although the incremental procedures are approximate, it has been
found that for steel frames of regulär geometry and loading, results accurate
for design can be obtained even if steps of 10 to 20% of the applied loads are
specified. Unless otherwise specified, the incremental predictor-corrector
method [3] will be used in all subsequent analyses which consider elastic
second-order effects.

3.5 Design Evaluation
There are two basic ways to evaluate a design. One is based on the overall
behavi or of the structure and the other concentrates on the Performance of i ndi-
vi dual members. Several tools have been implemented which, in combination with
engineering judgment, enable the designer to decide when a trial design is
adequate.
To aid in the evaluation of a design based on overall behavior, the tools
implemented include the display of the deflected shape of the structure, force and
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and moment diagrams, and plots of the total or story lateral drift.
The Performance of individual members is evaluated through the design equations.
The objective is to identify those members that are either over- or under-
designed. The graphical technique use for this purpose identifies those members
for which the left hand side of the design equations give values between two limits

specified by the designer. Figure 3 shows an image displayed for this
purpose. The information in the upper right of the figure shows that the maximum
value for the left hand side of the equation under consideration is 1.195. In
this illustration the designer is looking for those members for which the design
equation is violated, i.e., those members for which the value of the left hand
side of the design equation is greater than 1.0. As an aid to detecting such

conditions, the members which possess values in this — or any other — specified
ränge are shown in dashed lines on the displayed image of the frame.

3.6 Re-Design

If the design evaluation process indicates that only a few members require
modification it is probably best to select new trial sections based on judgment. The
selection of new sections can then be performed interactively by replacing the
current section by another of the 210 Standard sections in the database. When a

substantial number of members requires modification, the use of this "manual"
approach becomes impractical and the automatic procedure is indicated.
The automatic re-design procedure suggests to the designer a new design vector
for which the design equations are satisfied. The term "suggest" is used because
the designer can modify the selected sections if a suggested section is impractical

or if it violates functional requirements, such as a rule that the column
depth at a given level not be greater than the depth of the columns at lower
levels. A search procedure has been implemented to select from the the available
sections the one that meets the design equations and any user specified depth
limit [1]. When the designer is satisfied with the new trial list of sections,
the vectors are updated.

4. EXAMPLE

The fictitious nonsymmetric three-dimensional frame shown in Fig. 4 has been
selected to demonstrate the application of the strength design procedure. A plan
view of the structure, its material properties, and the specified service loads
are shown in Fig. 4b. The bents spanning in the E-W direction are identified by
a letter, while those spanning in the N-S direction are identified by a number.

The structure is designed for three possible load combinations, gravity loads
acting alone and gravity loads plus the füll wind load acting in either the
West-East or the South-North directions.
In this example live load reduction provisions are not explicitly considered. To

compensate for this, the live load specified in Fig. 4b is less than the value
one would normally speci fy for a structure of this type. In addition, placement
of the live load in the most unfavorable locations (pattern loading) for
individual members has not been considered.
Two alternative designs are obtained for the structure. The first, Design I, ls
based on the use of three dimensional second-order elastic analysis. The second
design, Design II, is obtained by using three dimensional first-order elastic
analysis and sidesway based effective length factors to compensate for the
neglected second-order effects.
The design equations used in this example are those specified in the Canadian
Limits States Design Specification. The load factors and the load combinations
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considered are also taken from Ref. [5]. Following conventional practice, the
members in the structure are grouped to satisfy certain symmetry and functional
requirements. The most critical member in a group governs the design of all the
members in that group. A total of 64 members groups is used. Member groups
1-34 are beams, and the remai nder are columns. Details of the grouping arrangement

can be found in Ref. [1]. For the initial trial design, all columns were
arbi trari ly defined as W14x90 and the beams as W18x50. An upper limit of 61.0
cm 1s specified for the beams depths, while a maximum depth of 35.6 cm is presch

bed for the columns. In both cases a minimum depth of 15.2 cm is designated.

The distance between floors is 3.65 m.

The final sections obtained by the two design procedures are given in Table 1.
By considering the second-order effects directly in the analysis, one attai ns a

steel frame weight about 6% less than that obtained with the conventional elastic
design procedure.

A comparl son of the two desi gns shows that the beam secti ons i n Desi gn I are
generally heavier than their counterparts in Design II. This is due to the
consideration of second-order moments in the first design. The column sections,
however, are generally smaller in Design I because inclusion of the second-order
moments in their design does not completely offset the reduction in columns
sizes achieved by assuming effective length factors of unity. The ratio of
total beam weight in Design I to that of Design II is 1.08, and the analogous
ratio for columns is 0.80.
As an extension to this example and an illustration of the capabilities of this
System for füll nonlinear (geometric and material) analysis Designs I and II
have been analyzed to collapse for each of the load combinations considered. A

füll report of the results can be found in Reference [1]. In summary, all the
collapse load factors computed exceed the minimum required. For instance, the
collapse load factors for the most critical combined load case (wind + gravity)
are 1.51 and 1.59 for Designs I and II, respectively.

5. SUMMARY

This paper has presented an approach to the interactive limit states design of
steel frames. Computerized design aids are provided that enable an engineer to
systematically and efficiently go through the iterative process typical of
structural design. At all times the engineer has the option to override the
suggestions made by the Computer. The application of these tools to the design
of one three-dimensional structure shows a 6% saving of steel through consideration

of second order effects in the analysis.
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E - 210. 000 MPa

Fy - 250 MP«

LOADS:

AJ DEAD LOAD - 4.309 IcHIm2

BJ LIVE LOAD - 2.873 kN/i2
CI MINO LOAO 0.867 kN/.5

Fig, __^ a) Simplified isometric view of example structure, b) Dimension, material
properties, and specified loads.

DESIGN I
1 W16X 26 33 W14X 22
2 W16X 26 34 W12X 22
3 W1BX 26 35 W12X 72
4 W14X 22 36 W14X 109
5 W12X 22 37 W8 X 24
6 W1BX 40 38 W12X 65
7 H21X 44 39 W12X 87
8 wiex 40 40 W14X 43
9 wiax 35 41 W14X 43

10 H16X 31 42 W12X 72

ii wiax 35 43 W10X 39
12 H16X 26 44 W10X 49
13 W16X 26 45 W12X 40
14 W14X 22 46 WS X 35
15 W12X 22 47 W14X 109
16 W14X 30 48 W14X 176
17 W12X 22 49 W10X 39
18 W16X 26 50 W12X 79
19 W16X 26 51 W14X 145
20 W16X 26 52 W14X 38
21 W14X 22 53 W12X 72
22 N12X 22 54 W14X 109
23 W21X 50 55 W10X 49
24 W21X 50 56 W12X 79
25 W21X 44 57 W10X 33
26 W18X 40 58 W12X 45
27 W18X 35 59 W12X 26
28 wiax 40 60 W10X 49
29 wiax 40 51 W12X 53
30 W16X 26 62 WB X 40
31 W14X 22 63 W10X 49
32 W12X 22 64 HB X 48

8990 0 kg

DESIGN II
1 W14X 22 33 W12X 22
2 W16X 26 34 W12X 22
3 W14X 22 35 W14X 90
4 W12X 22 36 W14X 132
5 W12X 19 37 W10X 33
6 W18X 40 38 W12X 87
7 wiax 40 39 W14X 109
a wiax 40 40 W12X 53
9 wiax 35 41 W12X 53

10 W14X 30 42 W14X 90

ii wiax 35 43 W10X 49
12 W16X 26 44 W12X 72
13 W14X 22 45 W10X 49
14 W12X 22 46 W10X 49
15 W12X 19 47 W14X 132
16 W14X 30 48 W14X 211
17 W12X 19 49 W14X 48
18 W16X 26 50 W14X 90
19 W16X 26 51 W14X 176
20 W12X 26 52 W14X 48
21 W12X 22 53 W14X 90
22 W12X 19 54 W14X 145
23 W18X 40 55 W12X 58
24 W21X 44 56 W14X 90
25 wiax 40 57 W12X 40
2B wiax 35 58 WS X 48
27 W16X 31 59 W10X 39
28 W18X 35 60 W12X 65
29 wiax 35 61 W12X 65
30 W12X 26 62 W10X 49
31 W12X 22 63 W12X 65
32 W12X 19 64 W12X 65

953< 5 k g

Table 1 Final sections and total weight obtained by Design I and Design II.
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SUMMARY
Since the number of design variables and constraints increases for large-span bridges the numerical
calculation for the optimum design becomes difficult. It is possible to carry out an optimum design of a

complicated framed structure, using a personal Computer, by the suboptimization method. The
Optimum design of steel highway bridges of statically indeterminate truss form has been carried out with
sufficient accuracy.

RESUME
Pour la construction de ponts de grande portäe, il est difficile d'en 6tablir le projet optimal ä cause de
la multiplication des variables et des conditions de limite, et de la complication des calculs numeriques.
L'optimisation d'un projet de structure compliquee est cependant possible en utilisant la methode de
sub-optimisation, ä l'aide d'un ordinateur personnel. Le projet optimal de ponts-routes en treillis
hyperstatique demontre l'efficacite et la precision süffisante de cette möthode.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Beim Entwurf von Brücken mit grossen Spannweiten erhöht sich die Anzahl der Variablen und
Randbedingungen. Die numerische Erfassung des optimalen Entwurfes wird schwierig. Eine Optimalisierung
mit Hilfe eines Personal-Computers ermöglicht auch für komplizierte Rahmentragwerke einen bestmöglichen

Entwurf. Die Entwurfsmethode wird am Beispiel von Autobahnbrücken aus Stahl, bestehend aus
statisch unbestimmten Fachwerken, dargestellt und zeigt eine Anwendbarkeit für die Ausarbeitung des
tatsächlichen Entwurfs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Prof. Fenves emphasized the main point of the theme in his introductory
report to be that the emergence of powerful personal Computers, vastly
expanded Computer graphics, widely accessible destributed databases,
microprocessor-controlled intelligent construction eguipment, and knowledge-
based expert Systems will all drastically change structural engineering
design and construction practices, and even the nature of the structures we

design, build and operate.') Based on this point, we are submitting the
present paper. In this study, we are successful in generating an Optimum
design of a complicated structure using a personal Computer.

In general, for large-span bridges, the number of design variables and
constraints increases, and the numerical calculation for their optimum design
has become difficult without using a large electronic Computer. It is
possible to carry out an optumum design of a complicated structure, using a
personal Computer, by suboptimization method. In a statically determinate
structure, when only governed by stress, the correct optimum values of the
design variables are obtained. In a statically indeterminate structure and
a statically determinate structure governed by deflection, the approximate
values of the design variables are obtained. In this case, it is possible
to obtain comparatively more accurate values using a fully-stressed design
method, and an optimality-criterion-based algorithm, respectively.
For the structural analysis a personal Computer has a limited memory
capacity. Therefore, in the analysis of a statically indeterminate
structure, the method of forces or the method of deformations, is used
depending upon the structural type. These method, which are used for the
analyses of a wide variety of struc- tures, are nearly as satisfactory for
obtaining rigorous results as the finite- element-method. Additionally, the
results of the optimum design will make it possible to carry out the
automated design with an XY plotter.
A personal Computer, Nihon Denki model PC-9800 with 640k byte memory, was
used for this investigation. The FORTRAN Language with MS-DOS control was
used for the program, where MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation and
Dos means Disk Operating System.

2. METHOD OF OPTIMUM DESIGN USING SUBOPTIMIZATION

This method is mentioned in detail by the authors of this paper in ref. 2).
A method of optimum design using suboptimization is outlined as follows:
The design variables are divided into two groups, the variables x of
individual sections of elements and the variables y of sections common to the
whole structure.
In general, the constraints are given by:

gu (xI,xII,...xN>y)^ {L =l,...,m.
g.II(xI,xII,...xN,y)<0 (iII=l,...,mII), (1)

_u
giN (Vxii;-;-Vy)--0 J.1« 71 mN >-

KThe expressons of functions of only y are given by
gj(y)<0 (i=l m) (2)

where, the variables x belonging to I, II,...and N are called x x ,.and x
respectively, and the constraints belonging to I, II,...and N are given
by ß.,,g..•i•.and g.„, and N analytical member elements of a structure arellill i äby I, II,...and N. The expression of an objective function is given by

z=f (x ,X ,x ,y) minimize. (3)
Then for the objective function and constraints, the groups of the variables
x x ,...and x belonging to the element I, II,...and N, respectively, are
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independent of each other. In the case of a statically determinate structure,
the change of its sectional dimensions does not have an effect on the
distribution of the internal stresses. Then, for this case, too, as to the
objactive function and constraints, the groups of the variables x-,Xjj,...and
xN are independent of each other. Therefore, the constraints are given by

g.T (xT ,y)<0 (i =1 m

g.!.!x..:y.:° (i!i=1'---'m!i)- (4)

^'k'-^° un=i \ >•
._,gty)<.o. (5)

and the objective function z is expressed by
Z=ZI+Zlt'''+ZN=fl'XI'y^+fi(xity'+-••+fN^XN'y' minimize, (6)

where
Z =fT(xT,y)

Zn;Vxn;y)' (6)a

ZN =fN (XN 'y)"
Show the objective functions of the element I, II,...and N, respectively.
In case of a statically indeterminate structure, Eqs.(4) and (6)a can be

approximatly applicable. Then, the follwing relations are obtained the optimum
values of x for any constant value of y, for

x. =h (y),
xn=hi>;- (7)

XU =hN (yK
Then, by substituting Eqs.(7) into Eq.(6) the following expression is
obtained:

z-fj{h (y),y>+fii{hjj(y),y}+...+f {h (y),y} minimize (8)
The constrains will be reduced to only eq.(5) and y<0....(9). It is then
necessary to obtain the optimum solutions of the variables y by minimizing
Eq.(8) under the constraints of Eqs.(5) and (9).

3. EXAMPLE OF OPTIMUM DESIGN

3.1 Exsample I :Two-panel two-span continuous truss
As an example I of an optimum design using a personal Computer by the
proposed method, the optumum design of a two-panel two-span continuous truss,
as shown in Fig.l, is carried out. In this figure, (T), (2), (S) and (4) show
the number of members, and (1),(2),(3) and (4) show the Classification of the
member sections. In this case, loads of P=6000 tons are applied to the panel
point of the upper chord.

3.1.1 Design variables
Among design variables the grade of material S the upper flange plate and
web plate thicknesses Tu, T H, respectively, of the Classification of the
sections (1) and (2), the web plate thickness T of Classification (3), and
the flange and web plate thickness TU,TH, respectively, and the flange width
Bu of the Classification (4), are related to x, and the truss height H, the
truss chord width BF and the truss upper chord height BW are related to y.
Concerning S, the steel of 41 kg/mm in tensile strength is expressed by 4,
the steel of 50 kg/mm? is experessed by 5 and 58 kg/mm by 6.

3.1.2 Constraints

In the case of the suboptimization, the constraints contain the limit of
stress, the limits of values of the design variables at the limit of ratio
of plate width to thickness below 80, the limit of the slenderness ratio of
1/r __L/r where r and r are the radii of gyration about the x and y axes
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respectively, and l/i<,200 at the section
(1); the limit of ratio of plate width
to thickness for prevention from local
buckling, the limit of slenderness ratio
of l/r^_l/rx ,and 1/t^ 120 at the section
(2); tne limit of limit of slenderness
ratio of l/rc200 at the section(3); the
limit of ratio of plate width to
thickness for prevention of local
buckling and l/r<120. In case of overall
optimization, the constraints are only
the upper and lower limits of the variables

H, BF and BW.

The allowable
stresses are a
function of the
discrete variable
S, but it is
considered to be
a continous as
shown in the
following
equations:

B+80

?4TU

TW, _-*

Bw

P

=6000ton P=6000ton
\CL

I (1)

1(4)

©Y (3)

8000 T 8000

fr- 1600C

BFBF

J20m jrul

IjlI Tu
TW

BF Bu

frw
___20Tl

n
1-8O

(11,(2) (3) (4)

Fig.l Notations of 2-span continous truss (unit:mm)
FG1=4S2-41S+120,
FG2--13S+145,
oua2=-2,2S -15.2S+34, (10)
n"a =100S -2600S+15500,

u a3
and

ata=100S2-400S+1400.
The compressive allowable stress without considering local buckling,o is
obtained from the following equations:

l /r<;FGl:acag =o t a

FGKS,/r<FG2: oc =o t a-ou a 2 (£/r-FGl) (11)
FG2<H/r:ocag =12000000/{ouaj+fH/r)2)

The compressive allowable stresa"against local buckling,ocal, is obtained
from the following equations:

Yd=0.35S2-8.75S+69.0 (12)
Cd<^d:ocal =ata. 2

(13)
C y :a =220UOOO(l/C)

d d calwhere
C =B/T
B: the width of a plate,
T: the thickness of a plate.

Then, the compressive allowable stresso is obtained from the following
equation:

o =cj xa ,/a (14)
ca cag cal ta

The ratio,y of plate width to thickness for prevention of buckling of the
compression members is expressed as a function of S as follows:

Y=-6S+64.0 (15)
A limit of the ratio of plate width to thickness is set up for the tension
members to be 80.
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3.1.3 Objective function
The objective function Z consists of material and fabrication costs, and is
expressed by

Z=_IH (SMH)+ H. • (SMH) + i:p V • C •(CM)=Z, (SMH)+Z. (SMH)+Z, (CM)
k 1 kl iJ J j j 1 2 3

(CM)x(Z1 M+Z y+Z (16)
where

p: the unit weight of steel material,
C: the coefficient for unit cost of the steel material,

(CM): the unit cost of the steel material,
(SMH/): the unit cost for one man hour,
H--•: the man hour of the i-th manufacturing Operation of the j-th element

which is a function of the design variables,
f}. : the man hour of the k-th manufacturing Operation of the 1-th element

which is a fixed value,
p =(SMH)/(CM).

C it. considered a function of T (thickness of plate) and S, and is expressed
in the form of an equation with C, and C?, where C, is a function of S, and
according to the "Prime Costs of Steel Highway Bridges in Japan in 1975",3'
is expressed as follows:

C1=0.125S2-0.955S+2820, (17)
and C„ which is a function of T is expressed as follows:

C,=0.0348T -0.0845T+1.2091. (18)
Then, the following expression is obtained:

C=CxC2 (19)
Z ,Z2 ana Z, are divided by CM to be dimensionless.

Then, it can be considered that only p is related to the costs. H:: is obtained
from the "Prime Costs of Steel Highway Bridges in Japan in 1972"M' which were
determinied by the method of Squares from actual examples at bridge fabricating
shops in Japan, and can be expressed as follows:

H, .=3Wt* HA(S)/T,
H J=0.055N HA(S),
H3J.=3.5 x{U0+(0.01B-0.5)}xHS(S),

J(if B is below 50cm, B is equal to 50cm) (20)
H -0.58L »HA(S),
H*J. =0.581/. HA(S)
H^•! =0.28 A YHA(S),

where tne suffix i of H.. shows marking-off, hole boring, cutting of menber
edges, shop butt welding, shop fillet welding and shop painting, and W..=the
weight of members, Ng-the number of holes, B=the plate width, Lj=the total
welded length of butt welds equivalent to 6mm fillet size, L2=the same length
as Lj of fillet welds, Ay-the surface area, HA(S)=the coefficient for man hours
depending on S, and can be expressed by

HA(S)=0.085S2-0.725S+2.54 (21)
L, and L2 assumed as a functions of T are calculated by the following
equations-

L =1 xn,(T),
L =L xn,(T),
nf(Tl-i:2T2+3.8T+1.3,
1-,(T)=0.0476T2+0.1952T+0.7572.

where,L]=the total actual welded length of butt welds, L2=the total actual
welded length of butt welds.
N is calculated by the following equation:

ND=A.xaa/pe (24)
where 9

A. the sectional area of a member,
the allowable stress,
the yield strength of a high tensile bolt depending on S, which can
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be calculated by the following equation:
ps

--335S2 +3955S-6580 (25)
fj is calculated by the following expression:

H^ =7. Ox AH2 +56+35/NP, (26)
where

NP: the number of panels.
AJ,2=2.5+0.25A (27)

and
Aj,, =0.5j,-15.0(m) (27)
A4 £0, (27)

where
8, : the length of a member (m)

Then, the optimum values of the variables x are obtained with a fixed value
of y for each element, by solving the objective function (16) under the above-
mencioned constraints with the SLP method.

3.1.4 Overall optimization
Among the design variables, BF, BW and H are related to y. Since Eq.(7) which
is obtained by suboptimization, satisfies all of the constraints except Eq.(5),
it would be enough if only the constraints could satisfy Eq.(5), in overall
optimization. The above-mentioned SUMT will be applied to the method of the
overall optimization.
As S is a discrete variable, the integral value is obtained by the branch and

prune method.

3.1.5 Results of calculation and discussions
The optimum values of the variables, penalty function and objective function
are shown in Table 1, from the results of optimum design by the proposed
method.

K IS Bf Bw H F Z Rk
(cm) (cm) (cm) (lOOOyen) (lOOOyen)

1 0 90.0 85.0 600.0 10457.0 7228.2 50.0
1 1 90.9 88.8 620.6 9816.5 7116.7 50.0
1 2 95.8 86.8 703.5 9404.0 6942.3 50.0
2 0 95.8 86.8 703.5 9597.3 6942.3 1.0
2 1 95.2 89.2 725.7 6961.4 6905.8 1.0
2 2 93.9 88.2 821.3 6899.4 6842.8 1.0
2 3 95.2 88.2 827.6 6896.4 6838.9 1.0
3 0 95.2 88.2 827.6 6901.7 6838.9 0.02
3 1 95.2 88.4 828.5 6839.9 6838.7 0.02
3 2 95.3 88.4 835.7 6839.6 6838.3 0.02
3 3 95.2 88.4 836.2 6839.6 6838.3 0.02

Table 1 State of convergence for 2-panel 2-span continuous truss

The results of a two-panel two-span continuous truss calculated by this method
are summarized in Table 2. In this table, H- shows the initial value of H. and' o d

the values of the design variables and the penalty and objective functions are
shown depending on the values of H Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 in table 2 show
the different optimum values for the initial values of H =500(cm),H =600(cm)
and H =700(cm) respectively. According to the results of" the optimum design,
the values of Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 are almost equal.

global minimum value. In this optimum design, SMH-4000 (yen/hour), CM-80000
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(yen/ton) and p-0.05 are employed.

Case H
0

(cm)
Bf

(cm)
Bw

(cm)
H

(cm)
S. S2 S3 S, T

(cm)
T

(cm)
1

2

3

500.0
600.0
700.0

95.2
95.2
95.3

88.4
88.4
88.3

832.3
836.2
836.6

4.0
4.0
4.0

6.0
6.0
6.0

5.0
5.0
5.0

6.0
6.0
6.0

1.19
1.19
1.19

3.17
3.17
3.10

Case T

(cm)
T

(cnO
T

(cm)
T

(cm)
T

(cm) (cm)
F

(lOOOyen)
Z

(lOOOyen)
1

2
3

3.86
3.86
3.88

1.04
1.04
1.04

2.76
2.81
2.69

1.66
1.25
1.53

2.95
2.95
2.95

124.1
124.0
124.7

6839.7
6839.6
6839.4

6838.4
6838.3
6838.3

Table 2 Comparison of optimum values for 2-panel 2-span continuous truss

3.2 Example II: Ten-panel 2-span continuous truss
Secondly, as another example of an optimum design using the proposed method,
the optimum design of a steel highway bridge of ten-panel 2-span continuous
truss type with a live load of TL20, as shown in Fig. 2, is carried out. Fc-r-

_
5@PL(Panel length) 5@PL=SL

£LSL(Span length)

TL

3T-T-li

Fig.2 10-panel 2-Span continuous truss and notation

Member Upper chord End post Lower
Case L

(cm)
H

(cm)
B

(cm)
S -S '

1 20 i ' \(cm)
T2

(cm)
T3

(cm)
T4

(cm)
T5

(cm)
T6

(cm)
T7

(cm) (cm)
1 2@25=50 328.4 17.2 4.0 3.22 4.62 3.02 0.90 2.64 1.97 0.90 1.62
2 2@30=60 384.1 23.8 4.0 1.97 2.41 1.58 0.91 2.62 1.29 0.90 1.23
3 2@35=70|424.4 28.1 4.0 1.99 2.66 1.91 0.90 2.31 1.24 0.90 1.20

chord Diagonal
Case

1

T -
(cm) (cm)

T

(cm)
T

(cm) (cmj
T

(cm)
T

(cm)
T

(cm)
T

(cm)
T

(cm)
T

(cm)
T

(cm)
Z

(¥1000)
1 1.57 0.90 3.91 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.17 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.03 1.93 33518.4
2 1.09 0.90 3.32 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.02 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.43 36202.8
3 1.16 0.90 2.32 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.99 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90 1.33 38989.2

Table 3 Optimum values

examples of the Optimum design of the bridge, 2@25(m), 2@30(m) and 2@35(m) in
its effective span length and 10(m) in its effective roadway width are treated.
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The variables, constraints and objective function of example II are almost
the same as those of example I, S and T among the design variables are related
to x, and B and H are related to y. The constraints contain the limit of
stress, the limit of deflection, the upper and lower limits of values of the
design variables, the limit of ratio of plate width to thichness for prevention
from local buckling and l/r<120. The objective function is the same as the two-
panel two-span continous truss. Also, SMH=4000(yen/hour), CM=80.000(yen/ton)
andp =0.05 are applied to this example. The results of the optimum design are
given in Table 3. Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 show the case of the span length of
2@25(m), 2@30(m) and 2@35(m), respectively, and the effective width of 10(m).
effective width of 10(m).

4. CONCLUSION

As the present study demonstrates for a statically indeterminate structure
and a atatically determinate structure with restriction of displacement, it
is a little insufficient from the accurately and Community to any structural
type, but it is sufficient as a useful method for an actual design of bridges.
In addition, the result of the optimum design will make it possible to carry
out an automated design with an XY plotter.
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SUMMARY
This paper presents an outline of the whole system with the basic concept. This system will be in pro-
moting the systematization in the industry of multi kind and small quantity production type. The
main function of this system are automated drafting and manufacturing.

RESUME
Cet article trace les grandes lignes du Systeme entier, en montrant le concept de base. Ce Systeme permet

la production systematique et industrielle de nombreux produits en petites quantites. Les
principales fonctions de ce Systeme sont le dessin et la fabrication automatises.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Der Beitrag gibt einen Überblick über das ganze System mit dem zu Grunde liegenden Konzept. Das
System wird die Systematisierung in Industrien mit kleinen Stückzahlen und Modellvielfalt
unterstützen. Die Hauptfunktionen des Systems sind das automatische Zeichnen und die automatische
Fabrikation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Steel structures are to be produced on Orders. With change of the times, their
production has been more diversified and complicated in process and larger in
scale. The structural steel fabricating industry is now strongly required to
improve the productivity while meeting such social conditions.
Our Company has been making efforts to develop an automated production System
using digital Computer and NC machine for bridges and steel structures. Such
System is already in actual Operation in the Bridge Division. In the Steel
Structure Division, however, development of such system was found far more
difficult than expected. We have not yet formed a clear view also about the effect
and availability of such System at the stage of application.
Meanwhile, basic conditions for the development of such system have been gradually

established by introduction of hardwares such as large capacity Computer
and NC machines, development of basic softwares such as languages and data
bases for graphic data processing and introduction of on-line system. At the
same time, investigations were also made on the shop drawings for automatic
drawing. As the result, it was decided to adopt the form capable of corresponding

also to the flow of manufacturing particularly through simplification of
expression method and Classification of drawing system by functions.
Then, with these circumstances for a back ground, we intended to establish the
more advanced production System by promoting the systematization from a new

point of view.

This report presents an outline of the whole system with the basic concept of
such System brought into focus.

2. OUTLINE OF SYSTEM

2.1 General

As for the automation of steel structure production, partial systematization in
which drawing and manufacturing processes will be individually handled can
hardly be expected to produce any effect. For this reason, it is necessary to
realize a total system covering all kinds of information concerning the steel
structure production such as preparation of shop drawings, documents on materials

and various data for fabrication, füll scale drawings, and Operation tapes
and documents for NC machines. The key concept of this total system is information

control. Therefore, all items of information in the system must be under
concentrated and reasonable control without overlapping and be always ready for
change, alteration, modification and addition. The present System developed on
the basis of this concept makes it possible to realize labor-saving, reduction
of construction term and improvement of product quality by securing clear and
smooth transmission of information including the unified application of information.

In addition to the above-mentioned points, systematization should be made with
due regard to processing of graphic information, flexible application and
control of vast volume of data and labor-saving of input data. To solve these
problems, we have positively proceeded with the development of languages for
graphic data processing, introduction of data bases into system and consolidation

of on-line System, aiming at the higher efficiency of development.

With the above-mentioned facts kept in mind, Systems configuration together with
the Organization for Systems application and information control will be
described hereinbelow.
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3. DETAILS OF SYSTEM

3.1 Systems configuration
The whole System can be largely divided inte external sub-systems and internal
ones. The external sub-systems mean the information control and factory
manufacturing, the organizations for transmitting any information to internal and
external organizations through the system. The information control serves to
perform activities such as prearrangements with external Organization (client),
preparation of input data, preparation of changed data, checking of Output
results, and transmission of information to each work unit in the factory
manufacturing. This is therefore regarded as a kind of information center and is
involved also in integration of conventional Operations. The factory manufacturing

mesns the production line which reeeives any production information and
performs fabrication and manufacturing based on such information. In this line
are now installed NC machines as particularly direct labor-saving machines
including the layout machine, cutting machine and drilling machine, this making
it easier to shift to the automated production line in future. In contrast to
this, the internal sub-systems eonsist of hardwares and softwares mainly for
information processing by Computer. The configuration of internal sub-systems
is shown in more detail in Fig. 1.

In the following, mention will be made of the relation between structural
elements of information processsing System such as input data, data base registra-
tion programs, file Organization and processing programs with the data bases
taken as main subject to explain our way of thinking about the steel structures.

3.2 Input data

(1) Input data for drawing
These data eonsist of a kind of general common items (general data), those for
definition of framed construction of steel structures (structural data), those
for giving the characteristics parameters of each steel member (member data),
and those for standardization of bolt joints, sectional shape, etc. (Standard
data), all of which are to be handled at a drawing level.
(2) Inputs for materials
These inputs are classified by the contents and accuracy of data into those for
estimation, those for arrangement for materials and those for material list to
be used at the time of manufacturing.
(3) Inputs for fabrication
These inputs contain the data to be added to the information at the level of
drawing in consideration of the conditions at the time of fabrication. These
data eonsist of cutting allowances at the time of cutting, drilling data on the
relation between bolt diameter and bolt hole at the time of drilling, welding
data on shrinkage at the time of welding, and assembling allowance.

(4) Conversational inputs
These inputs are to make alterations and/or modifications to the registered
data. On the assumption that an on-line terminal device or graphic display may
be used to input these data, the information Controller can intervene freely in
the data. These inputs contain all of the above-mentioned items. As for the
graphic information, these inputs serve as a means for expressing the graphic
data on the graphic display and registering them after modification.

3.3 Data base registration program

(1) General file
This file can freely register simple numerical values or data necessary for
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steel member manufacturing Operations after the predetermined variable code name
has been allotted to each of them according to the contents of general data.

(2) Structure (sktlton) file registration
The lines to be taken as a basic line for framing in the steel structure and the
lines on which members are actually arranged (member lines) are registered as
geometrical data on the three-dimensional coordinates. Basically, they are
expressed by the use of the concept of "plane, line and point" and correlation
between plane, line and point. The registration program serves to perform
automatic generation of data through the utilization of part program for each
kind of structure made up in consideration of the characteristic features of
building construction and register such data in the data base.

(3) Member file registration
This is to register the characteristics of member picked up one by one from the
drawing. In this sense, the data tend to be larger in volume, thus leading to
the very low efficiency of Operation. For this reason, functions for automatic
generation of members (manufacturing and treatment of members) and members are
systematized and classified by the relation between members. And, using the
conversational programs prepared according to such Classification, it is
intended to improve the efficiency of Operation.
(4) Standard file registration
The Standard data such as hole patterns of bolt joints, sectional shapes of
members to be used, graphics to be used in great number at the time of fabrication

and on the drawings, and mutually fixed condition of members are registered.

3.4

(1) General file
This file handles comparatively simple data such as a kind of general common
items in drawing and production, previous steps to be taken in the applicable
job, and control data in batch processing. The data contain:
• Title of job, job No., name of owner, place of construction, date
• Basic beam arrangement in each floor, basic data on bolt hole, basic sectional

size for each kind of member
• Relation between the whole structure and orientation, direction to be followed

at the time of erection
• Table of design mark and section code relating to the section of member, table

of design mark and Joint mark
By rational application of data in the general file, the System can show its
effect of significantly reducing the inputting Operation concerning the structure

and members.

(2) Standard file
This file handles the bolt Joint Standards, member section Standards, members
installation Standards and shape Standards. Basically, the data are divided
into those to be applied to all Jobs and those to be applied only to the specific

job. This file consists of:
• Splice file: Bolt hole patterns of bolt joints are stored as simple data for

pitch and gauge with a hole pattern mark allotted to each of them. It is also
possible to make a master hole pattern by combination of these basis patterns.
This file is so designed that it may handle even more complicated patterns.

0 Steel section file and variable section file: The steel section file handles
basic sectional shapes. The variable section file has combinations and
changed positions of steel section file on the member axis. This means that,
no matter how significant sectional change any one member may show, its
section can be expressed by marks on the variable section file.

° Fitting file: This file has an information on mutual fitting of members,
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consisting of fitting marks and fitting positions and fitting angles
represented by three-dimensional coordinate values.

(3) Member (property) file
The member file serves to express the characteristics of members constituting
the steel structure and handle the relation between the Standard file and structure

file. This file has a function as a master file in automatic drawing
processing and is featured in that it contains all necessary data for automatic
drawing as parameters.
Now, mention is made of systematic Classification of steel structural members
made by our Company according to their respective characteristic features.
Classification of members by composition:
° Block members Unit member as product or for dispatch
° Sub-block members Unit member as intermediate product. These members are

line members to be handled as calculation elements in structural design and
are corresponding in this unit to the structure file.

° Single piece members The minimum unit member for fabrication
This Classification corresponds also to the file Organization in the member file
and the system of shop drawings.

Classification of Single piece members by purposes of use:
° Main piece members Of Single piece members constituting the sub-block

member, those pieces constituting its main line member
° Joint piece members Pieces constituting the Joint in the block or sub-

block members (for example, gussets, splices, fillers, etc.)
0 Stiffening piece members Pieces for stiffening in structural design (for

example, stiffeners, diaphragms, etc.)
° Equipment piece members Pieces for building equipment (for example,

sleeves, fasteners, etc.)
° Erection piece members Pieces necessary for site erection (for example,

hangers, ladders, etc.)
o Others
This Classification of Single piece members relates to member preparation
processing. Therefore, if the parameters such as fitting positions, shapes of
members are set up for each of such classifications, the efficiency of processing

may be improved. These files form a hierchical structure in the order of
block, sub-block and piece. Each file can thus call its constituent members
automatically. It is therefore possible to express comparatively simply the
mutual relationship between members, one of problematic points in the steel
structures. The member file has all items of information at the drawing level
and serves to prepare the master file by using parameters for member preparation
for the purpose of member processing.
(4) Structure (skelton) file
The structure file serves to set up the framework of the whole steel
structure on the three-dimensional coordinate system and handle the
relation between the members constituting the framework and basic
lines, mutual relationship between members, and coordinate values on the three-
dimensional coordinate system. In this file, all members to be handled are such
members as may be expressed as line members and these are represented by lines.
Those members expressed as line members correspond to the sub-block members in
the member file. The relation between the members and general structure is
represented by planes and lines while mutual relationship between members is
represented by lines and points. Accordingly, in the structure file, all data
are expressed by the concept of "plane, line and point" which is, in turn,
expressed like a network.
The structure file in the data base is composed of:
° Plane file Corresponds to the plan (framing plane) and elevation (framing
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elevation) in the general drawing.
° Line group file Represents the group of reference lines such as lines of

alignment and column reference lines.
° Line file Represents all items to be expressed lines such as reference

lines and member lines.
0 Point file Represents the intersections of lines, Joint points of members,

etc. The coordinate values are stored herein.
The structure file handles the relevant data in the basic framework only and has
an information of such degree as may show the mutual relation between members.
The more detailed values are to be given as correction values in the member

file.
(5) Master file
While the design and production have conventionally been connected with each
other through the graphic information, the master file plays the role of
intermediate medium in this System. The master file is divided according to the
contents of data itself into two parts, though these two parts are all the same in
internal specification. One is for members of the same size and shape as those
expressed in the shop drawing and is called the "Pre-master File." The other
is the file same as this pre-master file except that fabrication data are added
to it and is called the "Master File."
The master file is composed of:
» Head file Title of job, job No., date of preparation, etc.
° Inherent file Shape of single piece, hole information, fitting information,

etc.
° Block file The relation of block with Single pieces constituting it.
The master file consists mainly of inherent file in which the shape of single
piece is expressed by structural lines. This file has all items of information
necessary for fabrication of Single pieces such as material, plate thickness,
hole information and marking information. This file is therefore playing a
leading role in the subsequent production processing and serves as a source of
information for production.

3.5 Processing program

(1) Drawing processing program
The drawing processing program serves to perform automatic preparation of shop
drawings using the data other than those stored in the master file. Somewhat
unlike the conventional drawing System, the shop drawing is divided systematically

into parts so as to make the information to be expressed on the drawing
corresponding to the manufacturing process and to avoid the duplication of
information.
• General drawing Framing plane, marking drawing, framing elevation
• Assembly drawing, general assembly drawing, partial assembly drawing
• Single piece drawing
• Standard drawing Bolt Joint Standard drawing, welding Standard drawing

In this System, the expression method of shop drawing was simplified and the
drawing scheme was systematized. Simultaneously with this, files in the data
base were made structural, thus finding the possibility of automatic preparation
of shop drawings. This idea is an important factor in application of shop drawings

and for taking measures againt the changing Operations as may sometimes
occur in production of steel structures.
(2) Production processing and production information
The data registered in the files relating to drawing processing are automatically

subjected to member processing and then registered in the master file.
Production processing is to Output the contents of this master file as production
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information.
The production information includes:
• Material list, material arrangement program
• Template
• Butting drawing, template drawing for drilling
¦ NC tape (drilling, cutting, marking)

Production processing includes:
• Processing for addition of fabrication data
• Material processing (sorting, nesting)
• Butting processing
• NC processing
Since the production information is Outputted from the same data as have been
checked at the stage of shop•drawing, various stages of conventional manual
Operations can be unified and integraged. The effect of this System as a total
System can be realized just by this production processing.

4. POSTFACE

The System as has been described above can realize the following items through
the utilization of digital Computer for preparation, control and application of
all kinds of information in production of steel structures including the shop
drawings and by introduction of automatic labor-saving machines such as NC

machine tools.
• Unification or integration of production processes at various stages
• Mechanization of fabrication
• Continuity of production
• Higher standardization of Operations
This System will be a pioneer in promoting the systematization in the industry
of multikind and small quantity production type.
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Conception et construction assistees par ordinateur

CAD-System für das Bauwesen

Computer Aided Design and Construction

Stephane BERNAERT
Directeur

CACT
Paris, France

Stephane Bernaert, ne en 1930,
Ingenieur ETP, obtint le degre de
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annees dans l'lllinois et le Texas, il
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RESUME
L'article präsente un Systeme modulaire et övolutif de CAO, fonctionnant sur micro- et mini-ordina-
teurs et concu spöcifiquement pour les divers intervenants dans l'acte de construire, en vue d'aider ä la

decision et de faciliter la communication.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Das in diesem Beitrag vorgestellte modulare und entwicklungsfähige CAD-System für Mikro- und
Minicomputer wurde speziell für die im Bauwesen tätigen Partner entwickelt. Dieses System hat als Aufgabe

bei Entscheidungen und Kommunikation Hilfe zu leisten.

SUMMARY
This paper presents a modular and evolutive CAD system, running on micro- and mini-computers and
designed specifically for the various professions in the construction field as an aid to decision and
communication.
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1 - UN OUTIL SPECIFIQUE DE CONCEPTION-CONSTRUCTION

Au cours de ces dernieres annees, le Processus de conception dans des secteurs industriels aussi varies que l'älectronique,
la mecanique, rautomobile ou l'aäronautique a considärablement ävoluä gräce ä l'apport de la Conception Assistäe

par Ordinateur (C.A.O.).

L'industrie de la construction (Bätiment et Travaux Publics) est restäe un peu en retrait de cette evolution, pour deux

raisons principales :

— Les ätudes de conception ne peuvent pas normalement s'amortir sur d'importantes s.ries de produits. En construction,

la necessite fondamentale de l'adaptation au site, plus gänäralement la mise en jeu pour chaque nouveau projet
d'un ensemble particulier de contraintes, notamment fonctionnelles, esthetiques, sociologiques, techniques,
Economiques, fönt que construire, c'est toujours faire du « sur mesure ».

— La multiplicite des intervenants (mattre d'ouvrage, maitre d'oeuvre, gäometres, projeteurs, mätreurs, entrepreneurs
de gros et de second oeuvre,...) a faire intervenir pour un projet donnä, constitue un frein a l'informatisation globale.

Travail sur mesure et multiplicite des intervenants Ce sont lä des conditions peu favorables a la mise en ceuvre des

systemes de C.A.O. däveloppäs pour des industries ä Organisation concenträe des etudes de conception. Comment
amortir de tels systemes dans un systäme de production doublement dispersa, pour ce qui est des produits comme

pour ce qui est des intervenants

Et pourtant L'intärät de l'outil informatique est incontestable en vue de permettre, ä chaque Stade d'un projet de

construction, d'ävaluer et de repräsenter rapidement les consequences, notamment esthätiques et äconomiques, des

diffärents choix possibles De meme, cet outil devrait pouvoir donner ä chaque intervenant le moyen d'enregistrer et
de transmettre au moyen de supports appropriäs, les ätapes successives de l'etude AIDER A LA DECISION, FA-
CILITER LA COMMUNICATION, voilä bien deux fonctions que pourrait utilement jouer l'outil informatique dans

le Processus de construction.

Le CACT, sociätä de Services informatiques späcialisäe dans le secteur de la construction (bätiment et travaux publics),
propose ä tous les intervenants des logiciels sur micro- et mini-ordinateurs, dans les trois domaines suivants :

— CONCEPTION

— ETUDES TECHNIQUES (calcul des structures, calcul et dessin de charpentes et de bäton armä),

— ETUDES ECONOMIQUES, comprenant notamment mäträs dätailläs, ätudes de prix d'entreprise, planning, gestion
des approvisionnements, suivi technique, stituations de travaux

Plusieurs milliers de logiciels ont ainsi ätä diffusäs et plus de 600 systemes matäriel-logiciel « cläen main » ont ätä di-

rectement installäs par le CACT, dans des entreprises de toutes tailles, dans des bureaux d'ätudes, chez des ingänieurs-
conseils, des architectes, des mätreurs

La continuitä des däveloppements et de la mise a jour des logiciels, ainsi que la formation des utilisateurs et l'assistance

sont assuräes par notre äquipe d'une quarantaine d'ingänieurs en gänie civil, d'architectes, de gäometres, de techniciens

ayant tous une double formation BTP et informatique.

Deux des trois domaines citäs ci-dessus, les ETUDES TECHNIQUES et les ETUDES ECONOMIQUES ont ätä assez

rapidement pourvus en logiciels performants, les cahiers des charges correspondants ayant pu ätre däfinis sans difficultäs
majeures en collaboration entre nos clients et leurs interlocuteurs au CACT.

Pour ce qui est de la CONCEPTION, une räflexion präliminaire approfondie a ätä menäe en vue de däfinir un outil de

C.A.O. späcifique a l'industrie de la CONSTRUCTION, permettant de proposer dans des dälais raisonnables des

solutions d'AIDE A LA DECISION couvrant les demandes immädiates de divers intervenants, sur des matäriels de coüt
abordable, mais autorisant des ävolutions ultärieures, notamment dans le sens de l'AIDE A LA COMMUNICATION.

Le räsultat, c'est le systäme ARCADE, concu comme un systäme modulaire et ävolutif pouvant, dans une premiere
ätape, apporter ä chacun des intervenants dans le Processus de conception, un outil d'aide a la DECISION adaptä ä

sa täche actuelle et tenant compte de ses possibilitäs d'investissement präsentes. Dans une seconde ätape, les logiciels
du C.A.O. doivent pouvoir ätre reliäs progressivement aux logiciels d'application existants en matiere d'etudes
äconomiques puis d'ätudes techniques, en vue de permettre une COMMUNICATION de plus en plus efficace entre les diffä-
rents maillons de la chaTne constructive.

Le CACT a ainsi retenu pour dävelopper ses logiciels de conception des unitäs centrales sur lesquelles fonctionnaient
däjä ou devaient prochainement fonctionner ses autres logiciels d'application. Ces matäriels ätaient soit des micro-
ordinateurs tels que HP9816 et HP9836, soit des mini-ordinateurs tels que HP1000 (A600 et A700) pour les utilisateurs
souhaitant un matäriel multi-poste. Par ailleurs, une version de C.A.O. adaptäe aux ordinateurs personnels compatibles
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Photo 2 : ARCADE — Vue en plan - Sortie sur traceur
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IBM, sur lesquels sont däja diffusäs la plupart des logiciels d'application du CACT, est en däveloppement depuis plus
d'un an et sera diffusäe prochainement en version anglaise comme en version francaise.

Ces unitäs centrales doivent bien entendu ätre munies des päriphäriques requis pour les besoins de la conception, par-
ticuliärement :

— tablette,

— äcran graphique,

— traceur.

2 - L'AIDE A LA DECISION

Concevoir, c'est concrätiser progressivement, selon un Processus itäratif de traitement de l'information, l'IDEE que
l'equipe de conception a pour mission de mettre en oeuvre, en convergeant aussi rapidement que possible, ä travers
des OBJETS INTERMEDIAIRES, vers le projet optimal qui constituera l'OBJET FINAL de l'ätude de conception.

Le Systeme informatique d'aide ä la däcision doit permettre a chaque instant de comparer les Performances de l'objet
intermädiaire avec les Performances visäes dans les diffärents domaines, notamment fonctionnel, esthätique et äco-

nomique.

Bien entendu, il faut que l'utilisateur puisse notamment faire apparaltre ä l'äcran, a tout instant, les plans cötäs, les

facades et les perspectives de l'objet ätudiä, qui peut ätre un ouvrage isolä ou, dans le cas de la mise en site (que permet
une option d'ARCADE), un ensemble d'ouvrages. Mais pour qu'il y alt väritablement conception assistäe (C.A.O) et

non seulement dessin assistä (D.A.O.), le sytäme ARCADE se Charge aussi de mäträ automatique des quantitäs et du
mäträ estimatif, ä partir des prix unitaires en mämoire.

Avec ARCADE, tout objet intermädiaire est un ensemble homogene d'informations definies de maniere unique et mo-
difiable au grä du projeteur. A partir d'une idäe donnäe, il peut exister un grand nombre de dämarches diffärentes
pouvant aboutir au meme objet final et qui repräsentent l'historique du projet. ARCADE ne mämorise pas cette his-

torique mais seulement le dernier objet obtenu, qui est le resultat, a un instant donnä, de la dämarche suivie par le

concepteur. Le röle du systäme informatique est de structurer l'ensemble des informations däfinissant l'objet, qui
ont ätä introduites par le concepteur, d'effectuer a partir de ces informations les repräsentations et les calculs deman-
däs et d'en permettre les modifications. Avec des dälais de räponse acceptables, meme sur les systämes les plus äco-

nomiques.

Ces informations sont de deux natures diffärentes :

— L'information « support » qui est une information gäomätrique et qui est introduite, au moyen d'un « menu »

gäomätrique sous la forme d'une esquisse « fil de fer », progressivement mise ä dimensions. Bien entendu, le concepteur

peut choisir de faire appel, comme premier « objet » intermädiaire, a l'objet final d'une ätude antärieure simi-
laire, conserväe en mämoire externe et dont il peut däformer et compläter a loisir le « fil de fer ».

— L'information « supportäe » qui est une information späcif ique a l'application construction (matäriaux, prix, carac-
täristiques mäcaniques, thermiques, acoustiques et qui est peut etre structuräe en un grand nombre de niveaux.
Cette information est introduite en faisant appel au « menu parametres » et ä une bibliothäque d'äläments construc-
tifs (murs, cloisons, Portes, fenätres, äläments sanitaires, garde-corps crääs par l'utilisateur.

3 - L'AIDE A LA COMMUNICATION

Le systäme de CONCEPTION-CONSTRUCTION däveloppä par le CACT doit permettre les liaisons entre les logiciels
de CONCEPTION d'une part, les autres logiciels d'application existants et futurs en ETUDES TECHNIQUES et en
ETUDES ECONOMIQUES d'autre part.

Deux types de liaisons ont ätä retenues :

— liaison entre deux matäriels diffärents. Tun muni des logiciels de conception, l'autre des logiciels d'application, par
l'intermädiaire d'un support magnätique.

— mise en place de l'ensemble des logiciels sur le mäme matäriel, qui doit alors convenir de maniere aussi satisfaisante

que possible, aux deux types d'applications.

La premiäre Solution a ätä expärimentäe en entreprise, avec succäs, en utilisant, pour la partie conception, un micro-
ordinateur HP9836 et pour la seconde partie, un mini-ordinateur HP250.
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Photo 3 : Poste de travail C.A.O. sur mini-ordinateur
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Photo 4 : les perspectives permettent, dans le cours de la conception, un contröle esthätique de tout objet intermädiaire

Photo 5 : ARCADE peut ätre utilisä aussi bien pour la mise en site des ouvrages que, comme ici, pour l'amänagement
intärieur
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I

Photo 6 : Esquisse « fil de fer )» — Tracä et mise a dimensions au moyen du menu « gäomätrique »

I

Photo 7 : Esquisse « fil de fer » - Mise en place des äläments de bibliothäque (murs, cloisons et autres äläments cons-
tructifs) au moyen du menu « paramätres »
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Photo 8 : A tout moment, le concepteur peut faire apparattre le graphisme cötä
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La seconde Solution a näcessitä la transposition, sur les matäriels utilisäs pour la conception, des logiciels d'ätudes äco-

nomiques, qui fonctionnaient präcädemment sur du matäriel de gestion (HP 250). Toujours avec le souci de räpondre
aux besoins divers des utilisateurs, cette transposition a ätä effectuäe, d'une part sur micro-ordinateur (tel que 98XX),
d'autre part sur matäriel multi-poste (tel que HP1000).

Pour l'instant, la prioritä a ätä donnäe essentiellement ä la liaison de la C.A.O. avec les logiciels d'ätudes äconomiques
(mäträs dätailläs, ätudes de prix d'entreprise dätailläe, planning, gestion des approvisionnements, suivi technique,
situations de travaux Ainsi, les ätudes äconomiques donnent une dimension supplementaire a la C.A.O., en permettant

notamment a l'entreprise :

— de mieux räpondre aux appels d'offres en fonction de son propre savoir-faire et en proposant, le cas ächäant, des
variantes personnalisäes (par exemple faisant appel a un Systeme de construction industrialisäe).

— de mieux contröler ses prix de revient par la comparaison du räel au prävisionnel, pour chaque phase d'avancement
du chantier.

En ce qui concerne les logiciels d'ätudes techniques, la liaison C.A.O.-calculs thermiques a ätä räalisäe et cette liaison
est en cours de perfectionnement en vue de permettre une meilleure prise en compte de l'environnement de l'ouvrage.
Nous travaillons par ailleurs sur la liaison avec les plans de coffrage en vue de permettre ultärieurement le iien avec la

descente des charges.

Ainsi se compläte peu a peu, tout en räpondant au mieux, ä chaque instant, a la demande et aux possibilitäs d'investis-
sement des divers intervenants dans l'acte de construire, un systäme modulaire et evolutif de CONCEPTION
CONSTRUCTION accessible sur des configurations variäes de micro- et de mini-ordinateurs et susceptible d'apporter
non seulement une AIDE A LA DECISION, mais aussi une AIDE A LA COMMUNICATION de plus en plus efficaces.
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Conclusions to Seminar II, Computer-Aided Structural Engineering

MICHELE FANELLI, Prof., ENEL, Milano, Italy

From the inception of Computer use in an engineering environment,
the expectations about what the Computer can do for the engineer
have been growing at an ever-increasing pace. As a counterpoint,
however, so have been growing - perhaps at an even faster pace -
the things that the engineer has been required to do for the
Computer.

Nevertheless, we have constantly been told that better solutions
were just around the corner, that the next-generation hardware,
or Software, would sweep away what little difficulties were still
being encountered, etc.
Nowadays the cry and hue in the engineering milieu is all about
CAD, or CAM, or more generally CAE. Many powerful corporations
are vying and manoeuvering for elbow space in the field, offering
"working stations" of ever more glamorous Performances.
The hardware people are telling us that they have squeezed the
Computing power of a "mainframe" into dedicated miniprocessors
which form the heart of "intelligent" working stations, giving the
user faster response and avoiding the "information jams" that can
result in centralized Systems with many "stupid" working stations
sharing a common large Computer. The Software people in turn teil
us that, above and beyond the "engineering" programs, they have
developped "data-ba3e" techniques allowing all informations and
decisions about the different elements of a design to be stored,
cross-checked and made consistent at every step.
Taken at their face value, such assertions could convey the
impression that tomorrow's engineer - if not exactly today's - will
just have to relax in his ergonomically designed armchair and let
the machine do all the dirty work: he will have still to attend
to some little tasks, like getting the input right and keeping an
eye on the Output drawings, but otherwise he will discreetly fade
away into the background and let the Computer steal the 3how.

If you can get the inside view of people having actually tried to
kick a C.A.D. system into day-to-day activity, they will,however,
quite often teil you a somewhat different story. A story of toil
and sweat - not usually of blood, it is true, but quite often of
frustrations, maddening delays and amazing stumbling blocks or
dead-end alleys.
Why, one is bound to ask oneself, such a dramatic discrepancy
between rosy expectations and hard reality? Where does the truth
lay? Why, above all, in spite of recurring waves of disillusion-
raents, still the profession is falling for the pleas of the
"Informatics" man?

I must confess that I have given a great deal of thought to this
riddle, and I feel that there is, in fact, an answer. Maybe it is
only a part of the truth, but I am convinced that every engineer
worth his salt and bread would concur in it.
This rationalization of the "C.A.E. puzzle" hinges, in a nutshell,
on the following considerations:
1) It is perfectly true that EDP can speed up considerably some

phases of the engineering process: all those phases involving
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lengthy, complex, but well-defined computations. In all these
phases not only the human designer cannot compete: it would be
very stupid and inefficient not to step back and let the
Computer go number-crunching happily.

2) It is also perfectly true that not all the phases of the
designing process can be formalized (either analytically or
logically) so as to be automatized. Engineering, alas, is not
an exact science: it is an art. Quite aptly, it could be
defined as the art of reaching acceptably "correct" decisions
based on insufficient (incomplete) information and taking avail
of previous experience. There are, in other words, logical
"jumps" in the process of design, which we couldn't and
shouldn't, demand the computerized system to bridge.
It is in these "jumps" that a really good practising engineer
shows his mettle.

3) The logical Solution seems, therefore, to lie in a symbiosis
between the C.A.E. system and the experienced engineer. For
this symbiosis to be effective, several conditions have to be
met.
3.1) The C.A.E. Software and hardware Systems should be

flexible enough to allow the expert's Intervention at
every step of the design process, and to incorporate those
interventions smoothly into the "automatic" phases of the
process and into the "data-base".This "interactive"
character is underlined in the articles by McGuire,
Anderheggen.

3.2) The system should "prompt" the user to take the
meaningful decisions at the appropriate steps (when the
machine finds "holes" in the input data, or reaches a
stage where non-formalizable decisions have to be taken).
This prompting should be made as "user-friendly" as
possible, through well-established interactive techniques
such as the presentation of menus of options etc.
These features are variously present in the papers by
Pfaffinger, Monsarrat, Anderheggen.

3.3) The use of the system should be in the hands of an expe¬
rienced engineer. A beginner could well use the system
to "learn", under the guide of an expert, but should never
be let to "design" all by himself an actual project: he
will soon run into trouble or produce very doubtful
results.

3.4) The system should be "open" for future additions and
improvement "without tears" (Monsarrat).

These considerations may look, and sound, rather obvious and
anticlimaxing; nevertheless, I think they could be helpful in
dispelling many myths about what C.A.E.. Systems can do for us, as
well as many disillusionments and heartburns about what we
engineers are currently required to do for C.A.E. Systems. The
latter, for sure, are here to stay; maybe in the future the
technique of the so-called "expert Systems" will further ease the
bürden that the human partner of the system will have to carry;
but that there will always be a bürden to carry is a fact of life
and the profession had better face it. It is, and will be, a
bürden of responsibility, intuition, experience and faith. We

should be prepared to carry it with pride.
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